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ABSTRACT 
Functional Genomics is defined as the study of gene functions and gene 
interactions for understanding the whole stoiy about the biological processes. There 
are two aims to study fimctional genomics of Lentinula edodes. First, Generation of 
Longer cDNA fragments from SAGE tags for Gene Identification (GLGI) was used to 
identify unknown SAGE tags. Second, transformation technique of Lentinula edodes 
was tried to be developed for study gene function precisely. Although, the 
transformation technique can't be developed in this study, there are some experiences 
for fiiture development. Furthermore, the method of GLGI was improved for saving 
time and cost, and a new method, two-step PGR method, was developed to increase 
the efficiency of GLGI. 
Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) is a powerful technique to obtain a 
qualitative and quantitative expression profiles at the genomic level. It involves 
isolation of sequence tags of about 9 to 10 base pairs in length from a mRNA pool, 
concatenation of tags for sequencing and extraction of tags for identification of 
individual gene. However, SAGE approach alone is not enough for studying all the 
SAGE tags due to the short length and the low specificity of the SAGE tags. In this 
case, a technique called GLGI can be applied for extending the sequence of each 
SAGE tag to cDNA, that can be used for further gene identification. 
In this study, some of the previously found unidentified SAGE tags differentially 
expressed in primodium of Lentinula edodes were extended by GLGI method to 
faciltate identification by Blastx. Genes highly expressed in primordium were focused 
because they are more important for fruiting body development. 
Moreover, there are two new methods, 5' extension of GLGI products (5，GLGI) 
and Two-Step PGR method, applying in this study. The 5' GLGI can extend the GLGI 
xviii 
products from 3' end to 5' end of a gene using cDNA library as a template. This 
method can further extend the length of the GLGI products for getting more 
information about gene identity. 
The Two-Step PGR method can increase the specificity and the amount of target 
PGR products in a PGR reaction, especially in the case using a universal primer. This 
can increase the percentage of the GLGI products that can be further extended by 5, 
GLGI. 
After analysis of GLGI method and 5, GLGI，73 GLGI products were sequenced 
and homology searches of these GLGI products with databases showed that 8 GLGI 
products share high sequence similarity with other known genes products that may 
































Abbreviations used in this thesis without definition include: 
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 
cDNA Complementary DNA 
EST Expressed sequence tag 
SAGE Serial analysis of gene expression 
RNA Ribonucleic acid 
RNAi RNA interference 
mRNA Messenger RNA 
DEPC Diethylpyrocarbonate 
PTGS Posttranscriptional gene silencing 
GLGI Generation of Longer cDNA Fragments from SAGE tags for Gene Identification 
PEG Polyethylene glycol 
GUS P-glucuronidase 
Tris Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 
bar gene Bialaphos resistance gene /Basta resistance gene 




pH Power of Hydrogen 
rpm Round per minute 
LB Broth Luria-Bertani Broth 
OD Optical Density 
RT Reverse Transcriptase 
U Unit 
N Normality 
kV Kilo Voltage 
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Chapter 1 Literature Review 
1 • 1 Functional Genomics and Its Developments 
1.1.1 Introduction 
Nowadays, many scientists spend a lot of efforts on fiinctional genomics as it is 
the most important and direct way to elucidate biological processes within organisms. 
Functional Genomics is defined as the study of gene fiinctions and gene 
interactions for understanding the whole story about the biological processes (Hunt et 
al.，2000). This study can make a rapid progress in giving biological meaning to all 
genes in a genome (Steinmetz, 2004). If we achieved the ultimate target of the 
Functional Genomics, we could understand what life is and how we can improve our 
lives. To achieve this goal, many functional genomics approaches and tools are being 
developed. 
1.1.2 Transcriptomics, Proteomics and Metabolomics 
The DNA corresponding to a gene is transcribed into mRNA which is then 
translated into a protein to confer a function or a phenotype. In functional genomics, 
three fields have been developed for different stages in this process: transcriptomics, 
proteomics, and metabolomics (Hofinann G., 2003). Combining information from 
these three fields can reveal the complete functional pathways of genes. 
Transcriptomics is the study of gene transcriptional profiles in an organism. In 
all genomes, only a small portion, called transcriptome, is transcribed into mRNAs, 
which can further translate into proteins for different activities. Many high-throughput 
methods such as DNA microarray, expressed sequence tag (EST) analysis, serial 
analysis of gene expression (SAGE), massively parallel signature sequencing 
(MPSS ) and differential display, are available for studying. Changes in gene 
expression due to environmental effects or genetic modifications. 
Proteomics is the study of functions and interactions of all proteins within a cell 
or tissue at a specific time (Cullis, 2004). There are three main aspects in proteomics: 
protein isolation and separation, protein identification and protein-protein interaction. 
Protein isolation and separation is based on physical characteristics of proteins. 
Popular methods include isotope-coded affinity tagging method (ICAT) and 
two-dimensional (2-D) polyarcylamide gel electroporesis. 
Protein identification is based on the characteristics of individual proteins. Mass 
spectrometry (MS) is one useful tool for identifying proteins separated by 2-D gels. 
These protein separation and identificationmethods allow identification of changes in 
the amounts of proteins in response to environmental or genetical changes (Bader, 
2003). Interested proteins can then be targeted for further study. 
The study of protein-protein interaction is based on the reaction sites on 
interacting proteins. Yeast two-hybrid system is the most popular method for finding 
interacting proteins and can help to work out the mechanisms of protein interactions. 
Protein-protein interaction study is usually used for further confirmation following 
gene identification. 
Metabolomics is the study of primary and secondary metabolites. As metabolites 
are synthesized by a group of corresponding proteins, metabolomics can help to 
understand the biological pathways involved and how the proteins work. Popular tools 
for metabolomics include gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC/MS), liquid 
chromatography mass spectrometry (LC/MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy (Hofinann, 2003). 
The substantial data obtained from transcriptome, proteome and metabolomeare 
still not combined and organized into usefiil information. So bioinformatics is the key 
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to interpret these raw data. Bioinformatics is a database containing substantial gene 
information, which can facilitate the use of the raw data to identify and validate the 
target candidates, and also organize all target candidates into a biological network. 
This is very useful to analyze the results from functional genomics to get the 
maximum potential information. 
1.1.3 Gene-perturbing Strategies 
Transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics give draft pictures on biological 
processes at three different molecular levels (mRNA, protein and metabolite). In 
functional genomics, confirmation of the gene functions is needed. Based on the 
gene-perturbing strategies, forward genetics and reverse genetics are two different 
approaches for confirmation. 
‘ In forward genetics, a target gene is transformed into the target organism and 
then the corresponding phenotype can be analyzed. This is a direct method to reveal 
the effect of over-expression of the target gene. However, over-expression of the 
genes may not lead to obvious phenotypic changes because the over-expressed genes 
may be affected or regulated by other genes. This limitation reduces the usefulness of 
forward genetic study for fiinctional genomics. 
Reverse genetics is to knockout or knockdown the target gene by removing, 
mutating or silencing it. This approach is better than the forward approach and most 
genes studied under reverse genetics, can give out more obvious responses (such as 
poor growth, loss of specific functions or products, or die.). So the reverse genetics 
approach becomes more and more popular for functional genomics study. 
Several methods of the reverse genetics approach have been developed 
successively. (1) Homologous recombination is a technique that exchange segments 
of DNA between two DNA duplexes with high sequence similarity within a genome 
3 
(Carpenter, 2004). The original sequence of the target gene is removed and the gene 
function is knockout. This method has been successfully applied on Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae (Giaever, et al., 2002). However, it is very difficult to trigger the knockout 
caused by homologous recombination in many organisms. So, this method is not very 
popular practically. 
(2) Insertional mutagenesis and point mutagenesis are random disruption of 
gene sequences using transposons or insertion sequences (Carpenter, 2004). These 
methods have been applied in many organisms such as Arabidopsis (Alonso, et al., 
2003)，Drosophila (Spradling, et al., 1999)，and C elegans (Martin, et al., 2002). 
However, as these mutagenesis approaches are applied randomly, the screening 
process which is required for searching the disrupted target gene candidates is highly 
time- and labor-intensive. 
(3) RNA interference (RNAi) in animals, posttranscriptional gene silencing 
(PTGS) in plants and quelling in fungi can be used to knockdown target gene. These 
approaches employ anti-sense, sense or double-stranded RNA to perturb the process 
of gene transcription by cleavage of mRNA of the target gene in the cell. The most 
powerful point of this method is that the effects of RNAi can be spreaded to adjacent 
cells and is hereditable for several generations. This stable transformation can 
facilitate functional gene studies. In current study, RNAi is used for many organisms 
such as C. elegans (Simmer et al.，2003), Drosophila (Goshima, 2003), and 
mammalian cells (Jackson et al., 2003). Centainly, in the future, RNAi will be a 
popular method in functional genomics. 
1.L4 Applications of Functional Genomics 
As functional genomics can help us to elucidate biological processes, it can 
improve our lives by changing or eliminating undesirable characters. Two most 
4 
concerned areas for application of fimctional genomics are medical (Kim, 2003) and 
agricultural applications (Gutterson and Zhang, 2004). 
For medical applications, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics provide 
information about the mechanisms of diseases. Gene expression profiles of help 
identify the types of diseases for deciding the best therapy. On the other hand, the 
RNAi approach can also be used as a therapeutic method for diseases (Wall, 2003). 
including virus-induced liver-cell inflammation (Song et al., 2001), HIV-1 replication 
(Covum, 2002) and influenza production (Ge et al” 2003). In these examples, RNAi 
is used to silence the viral RNA and prevent the replication of the viruses. This is a 
great breakthrough to treat diseases caused by RNA viruses. 
For agricultural applications, biotechnological approaches from functional 
genomics can be used to improve the quality and quantity of agricultural products. In 
addition, novel characteristics or functions can be introduced to crops. These 
improvements ease the problem of substantial increase in food demand due to the 
expanding population in the world. 
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1.2 Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) and Generation of 
Longer cDNA Fragments from SAGE tags for Gene Identification 
(GLGI) 
1.2.1 Introduction 
Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) is a powerful technique to obtain a 
qualitative and quantitative expression profiles at the genomic level. It involves 
isolation of sequence tags of about 9 to 10 base pairs in length from a mRNA pool, 
concatenation of tags for sequencing (Yamamoto, 2001) and extraction of tags for 
identification of individual gene. Because of the short lengths of tags, the SAGE 
technique allows counting a substantial amount of gene tags simultaneously for 
obtaining a comprehensive transcriptional profile. 
SAGE can be used to compare the transcriptional profiles of two or more 
samples (Boheler, 2003). The differentially expressed genes provide information 
about their effects on the corresponding phenotypes. However, many studies showed 
that about two-third of the SAGE tags found may not match with any sequences in 
databases (including EST collections) because the tags are too short in length for 
identification. Therefore, the Generation of Longer cDNA Fragments from SAGE tags 
for Gene Identification (GLGI) is reqiured to extend the tags at the 3' end for better 
identifications (Chen, 2002). Therefore, SAGE and GLGI not only help to find out the 
transcriptional profile in qualitatively and quantitatively, but also help to identify the 
novel genes in target organisms. 
1.2.2 Principles and Methods of SAGE 
Based on the following principles, SAGE is a powerful technique for studying 
expression levels of transcripts (Cullis, 2004). 
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Different parts of an organism, organisms under different environments or with 
different diseases give out different transcriptional profiles. So, the whole 
transcriptome pool can represent the conditions about the target organisms at the 
specific times under any changes. 
SAGE tags with only 10 to 20 base pairs contain enough information for 
identification of the transcripts. 
The SAGE tags can be concatenated to form DNA molecules of about 600 to 
800 base pairs to minimize the number of sequencing reactrions (Cullis, 2004). 
The methodology of SAGE is shown in Fig. 1.1. First, the sample tissues are collected 
for total RNA extraction followed by mRNA extraction. First strand cDNA is 
synthesized using biotinylated oligo(dT) that is used for streptavidin capturing later. 
After second strand synthesis, cDNAs are digested by NlalR and the 3'-protion of 
digested cDNA with a common sequence ‘CATG’ at the end of its 5'-terminal. At this 
time, the digested cDNAs are recovered by using streptavidin beads. The digested 
cDNAs are then divided into two parts and ligated with adapter A or B. Adapter A and 
B were designed with BsmFI sequence 'GGGA' near the 3' N/alll sequence. After the 
tagging of BsmFI, the 13-base pair SAGE tags are formed. The blunt end ligation is 
applied for ditag formation. Using the primers A and B complementary to the adapters 
A and B, the ditags are amplified. Adapters are removed by Malll digestion to free 
the ditags, that are separated and recovered by removal of the bound portion to the 
streptavidin beads. 
Finally, the ditag fragments are ligated together at both end with NlalW cohesive 
terminus to form concatemers, and then all concatemers are separated by 
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Fig. 1.1 Principles and Procedures of SAGE. (Cullis，2004). It involves isolation of 
sequence tags of about 9 to 10 base pairs in length from a mRNA pool, concatenation 
of tags for sequencing and extraction of tags for identification of individual gene. 
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1.2.3 Data Analysis --- Bioinformatics 
Bioinformatics is essential for analysis of many high-throughput data such as 
DNA microarray, SAGE, etc. In SAGE data analysis, some software and massive 
databases are used. 
SAGE softwares provide three major functions: (1) Extraction and organization 
of the substantial tag sequences and quantitative analysis of tag, (2) Comparison of 
the tag data between two or more samples in a project, and (3) Matching all the tags to 
the corresponding sequence databases. 
There are many kinds of SAGE databases for different usages. For examples, 
Genzyme's SAGE database includes over 4 million SAGE tags representing over 
100,000 genes from many normal human tissues and major cancers; SAGEnet 
includes all the SAGE tags for colon cancer, pancreatic cancer, and normal human 
tissues;SAGEmap is a public gene expression database produced by National Centre 
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), and the Saccharomyces Genome Database for 
yeast (Tuteja, R. 2004). 
1.2.4 Applications of SAGE 
There are two major applications of SAGE: (1) Cancer studies and (2) 
Immunological studies. In these aspects, the SAGE technique is an excellent tool for 
measuring and comparing the expression profiles of transcriptome between the target 
one and the normal one. 
For the cancer studies, the SAGE technique is used to compare the cancer tissue 
with the normal tissue. Many tumor specific genes have been identified through 
SAGE approaches. Examples are the study of colon and pancreatic tumor (Zhang et 
al.，1997)，colorectal cancer (Polyak et al” 1997), lung cancer (Hibi et al., 1998), etc. 
For the immunological studies, the SAGE technique becomes a tool to compare 
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and elucidate the mechanisms of different target cell samples. Examples are the 
comparison between monocytes and granulocyte-moncyte colony-stimulating factor 
(GM-CSF) and monocyte colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) (Hashimoto et al., 1996), 
comparison between HIV-1 infected T cell lines and normal cell lines (Ryo et al., 
1999)，etc. 
On the other hand, SAGE has been widely used for profiling the gene 
expression in many organisms such as yeasts (Velculescu et al., 1997), protozoa 
(Patankar et al., 2001)，plants (Matsumura et al.，1999，2003a) and pathogenic fungi 
(Steen et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 2002; Irie et al., 2003). 
1.2.5 Modifications of SAGE 
Although SAGE is very usefiil for studying gene expression profiles, this 
approach still has a serious problem, which is the short length of SAGE tag. The 
12-16 base pairs of SAGE tags is not long enough to be uniquely identified and 
difficult to match in the EST database. In view of this, Saha et al. (2002) tried to 
replace the tagging enzyme BamFl with Mmel that can isolate the SAGE tags in 
18-20 base pairs. This technique is called LongSAGE that greatly improve the 
conventional SAGE. However, the tag size with 18-20 base pairs is still not enough to 
identify the unique identity (shown in Table 1.1). Matsumura et al., (2003b) 
developed a modification of SAGE called SuperSAGE, that was used EcoP151 to 
replace BamFl or Mmel as the tagging enzyme. The Type III restriction endonuclease 
EcoPlSl can isolate the SAGE tags of 26 base pairs. Compared with SAGE and 
LongSAGE, SuperSAGE can generate the longest SAGE tags for the better 
identification. The average almost number of species with DNA sequence perfectly 
matching the SuperSAGE tag is nearly to one, that means the 26 base pairs of tag size 
is enough for most studies. 
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Table 1.1 Summary of Blast Search of 50 rice SAGE tags for the Entire Body of 
GenBank Data. (Matsumura et al.，2005) 
Tag size (base pairs) 
15 18 20 26 
Average number of species with DNA sequence 7.5 2.4 1.3 1.1 
perfectly matching the tag 
Maximum number of species with DNA sequence 23 14 4 2 
perfectly matching the tag 
Moreover, after analysis and organization of the data from SAGE, many SAGE 
tags, which were not matched with the sequences in the databases previously, are 
clarified as novel genes. Another problem is that the short SAGE tag size cannot 
provide enough information to study these novel genes further. Chen et al.，(2000) 
developed a new method called Generation of Longer cDNA Fragments from SAGE 
tags for Gene Identification (GLGI). GLGI method can extend the sequence of each 
SAGE tag to cDNA, that can be used for further gene identification. 
1.2.6 Principles and Methods of GLGI 
The GLGI technique is mainly used for finding out the correct sequence among 
several sequences matched by a SAGE tag and extension of some unknown SAGE 
tags into longer sequences for further studies. This technique is useful for the study of 
the SAGE because SAGE approach alone is not enough for studying all the SAGE 
tags due to the low specificity of the SAGE tags. Therefore, the GLGI is needed to 
convert the 10-15 SAGE tags into its much longer corresponding 3, cDNA for further 
analysis. The core idea is use of the linker as a primer for GLGI PCR (Chen et al., 
1999). 
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The procedure of the GLGI (shown in Fig. 1.2) is quite similar to the SAGE. 
Firstly, mRNA extracted from the tissue samples is used to synthesize the 
double-stranded cDNA by using the biotinated oligo(dT) primer with a linker C. The 
linker C is the most important for the future GLGI PGR step because it acts as a 
universal antisense primer for all SAGE tags. Then, the double-stranded cDNAs are 
digested by Nlalll at ‘CATG’ site and the portion of 3’ cDNA can be collected by 
using the streptavidin beads. If the amount of cDNA was not enough for the following 
step, PCR amplification will be needed. For this PGR amplification, the linker A or 
Linker B used in SAGE can be ligated with the 'CATG' site at the 5’ end of 3’ cDNA. 
Then the linker A or B can act as sense primer and the linker C can act as antisense 
primer for the PCR amplification. This step can ensure the enough copy number of 
each cDNA for the GLGI PCR and the final analysis. 
After the collection of the SAGE tags, the sense primer (the unique SAGE tag 
sequence) and the antisense primer (the linker C sequence) are used for the GLGI 
PCR. The PCR products are then ligated with vector and cloned into E. coli for 
screening and PCR amplification. Finally, the GLGI products are identified and 
sequenced using the SAGE tag as a primer (Chen et al.，2002). 
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1.2.7 Applications and Improvements of GLGI 
GLGI is usually used with SAGE as this method is an important tool to confirm 
the results of the SAGE. Also, all the novel SAGE tags require the GLGI to extend its 
length in sequence, so the longer 3’ cDNA can provide more information for studies. 
Therefore, GLGI has been applied in many studies (Lee et al., 2002), for example, the 
study of gene expression profiles of mouse Gr-1+ myeloid progenitor cells (Chen et 
al., 2001), human CD 15+ myeloid progenitor cells (Lee et al., 2001), and human 
CD34+ stem/progenitor cells (Zhou et at., 2001). 
For GLGI technique, the main disadvantages are labour intensive and expensive 
due to substantial PCR and cloning for hundreds and even thousands of SAGE tags. 
Therefore, the specificity and efficiency of GLGI technique must be increased to 
prevent the repeativity. There are several methods to improve its specificity and 
efficiency: (1) Application of PCR amplification of the 3' cDNAs to obtain sufficient 
products for GLGI analysis. (2) To ensure that all the cDNAs were completely 
digested by Nlalll to reduce the complexity of the templates. (3) Use of platinum 




Transformation is an important tool of functional genomics. Many approaches 
are introduced through this technique, such as eliminating, destructing or silencing a 
gene, to reach different targets or needs. The genetic change of the organism means 
the change of the conventional nature of the organism. 
In view of experimental use, transformation is a tool for studying the physiology 
of different organisms, or the confirmation of novel gene functions. As transformation 
is the most direct method for these researches, this approach has been used in many 
areas. The difficulty with transformation is that different criteria are needed when 
applying it to different organisms, and even different strains of an organism. Hence, 
much effort is still needed by scientists to determine different criteria, or methods of 
transformation approaches, to different organisms. 
In the practical applications, transformation can be an excellent tool in 
agriculture. As the most concerning issue in the world today - food demands are 
continuously increasing, due to the increasing population. Transformation can be used 
as an important step to improve food quality and increase food production. Moreover, 
transformation techniques can introduce novel and useful phenotypes to a target 
species to improve its quality, increase its commercial value, or confer resistance to 
pests, herbs or diseases (Birch, 1997). 
1.3 2 Different Methods of Transformation 
1.3.2.1 General Transformation Strategy 
The study of transformation in fungi has been started a long time ago. There are 
many different approaches to applying transformation to target organisms, such as 
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polyethylene glycol (PEG) mediated transformation, restriction enzyme mediated 
integration (REMI), electroporation, particle bombardment, etc. 
1.3.2.2 Polyethylene Glycol (PEG)-mediated Transformation 
PEG-mediated transformation uses polyethylene glycol as a medium to induce 
the porous cell membrane and then introduces DNA into the cell. However, the 
efficiency of PEG-mediated transformation is usually affected by different variations， 
and is too low for many studies (Meyer et al., 2003). Due to the low efficiency of 
transformation, the protoplasts that are generated from the original cell, by the 
digestion of cell walls, are needed. Following the development of new transformation 
methods such as electroporation and particle bombardment, the application of 
PEG-mediated transformation is not popular. 
1.3.2.3 Restriction Enzyme Mediated Integration (REMI) 
Restriction enzyme mediated integration (REMI) is a transformation method 
that is applied with restricted enzymes, which can greatly increase the efficiency of 
transformation, especially for the insertion mutagenesis (Mullins and Kang, 2001). As 
the restricted enzyme is used for both treatments of vector and organism genome, the 
digested sites at vector and genome are compatible for ligation. Compared with the 
use of linearised plasmid, REMI can increase the successful frequency 27 times in 
Colletotrichum graminicola (Thon et al.，2000). 
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1.3.2.4 Electroporation 
Electroporation is widely used in most organisms. The principle of 
electroporation, is the use of electric fields of high intensity, that can induce 
permeability into an inner membrane. This permeability remains present for a short 
period, after the pulse (Eynard and Teissie，2000). 
The most important criteria, is the control of field strength. The transformation 
occurs when the cells are pulsed with critical field strengths to induce permeability. 
During the permeability, DNA undergoes free diffusion, passing through into the cell. 
However, if too high an intensity of electric field is used for transformation, 
transformation efficiency will be decreased, due to the decreased cell viability. 
Therefore, the intensity of the electric field is essential, to be optimized for different 
organisms. 
Other than the control of field strength, the incubation temperature, after the 
pulse, is another important criteria. This is the procedure to prolong the lifetime of the 
permeability. This action can increase the chance of the DNA diffusion into the cell 
(Eynard and Teissie, 2000). 
Electroporation is a well-developed technique for transformation, so it is widely 
used for many organisms, due to its simple, convenient and effective characteristics. 
1.3.2.5 Particle Bombardment 
Particle bombardment is the introduction of DNA into intact cells, or tissues, 
using high-velocity micro-projectiles, via a mechanism that breaches cell walls and 
membranes. High mass particles such as gold, tungsten, and platinum, with adequate 
momentum to penetrate into the appropriate tissue, are used as carriers. This 
technique was successfully applied in different plants such as onion, soybean, and 
maize. (Christou, 1996). This method makes the carrying of DNA directly into the cell 
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or tissue possible. 
Similar to electroporation, the non-optimal particle bombardment procedure, 
will decrease the cell viability and transformation efficiency. Therefore, the 
optimization of all parameters is very important. These parameters include material, 
size and velocity of the metal particles, vacuum applied, temperature control, methods 
of DNA treatment, and the recovery conditions of stably transformed cells. Although 
these parameters are difficult and complex to optimize, the efficiency is very high, 
and convenient for many studies, after the optimization. 
After studying many case experiences, a general strategy was developed for all 
studies using particle bombardment. First, identification of the capability of 
penetrable cells or tissues to regenerate is needed. Second, the particle bombardment 
conditions and culture conditions are optimized for efficient DNA delivery into the 
cells or tissues, and the recovery of stably transformed cells or tissues. Third, the 
selection and screening methods are determined by using suitable gene regulatory 
sequences, and also an effective selectable marker gene is needed with the 
corresponding selection conditions. Fourth, the DNA and particle amounts and sizes 
are then determined to facilitate the bombardment. Fifth, the tissue culture duration is 
minimized to reduce any uncontrollable variations (Christou, 1996). 
In conclusion, if the particle bombardment procedure can be optimized, this 
method will contribute to scientific studies and many agricultural applications, due to 
its efficiency. 
1.3.3 The Future Needs of Transformation 
Transformation is an important tool. Its developments can contribute to many 
fields such as scientific, medicinal, agricultural and even commercial. Therefore, a 
good transformation system is vital, not only for the high efficiency, but also for 
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understanding the factors that induce undesired genetic changes during the 
transformation process. This is essential because any undesired genetic change, may 
give rise to different unknown results, and even result in some unsafe systems. 
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1.4 RNA Silencing 
1.4.1 Introduction 
RNA silencing is a phenomenon widely found in various organisms to protect 
against the invasion of the virus ot transposons (Agrawal et al., 2003). It includes 
RNA interference in animals, posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS) in plants, and 
quelling in fungi cosuppression phenomenon in Neurospora crassa (Fire, 1999). Due 
to the sequence-specific degradation property, it is a useful tool for reverse genetic 
studies and medicinal uses. 
RNA silencing was first discovered in plants, in the study concerning 
over-expression of the chalcone synthase gene (chsA) in petunia plants (Napoli and 
Jorgensen, 1990). However, some of the petunia plants lost both endogene and 
transgene chalcone synthase activity, and the flowers were variegated or developed 
white sectors. The loss of mRNA, of chsA is not associated with reduced transcription 
(Blokland et al., 1994). This phenomenon is called co-suppression. After that，RNA 
silencing was found in different plant species, and this silencing is due to the 
degradation of mRNA at the posttranscriptional stage. Therefore, this silencing is 
named posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS). 
However, the first discovery of RNA interference (RNAi), was in the antisense 
study of Canorhabditis elegans (Montgomery, 2004). In this study, both sense and 
antisense RNA resulted in similar phenotypes, i.e., both led to silencing. This 
phenomenon distinguished from the antisense inhibition, is called RNAi. 
In recent years, more and more studies have focused on the mechanisms of 
RNAi. There are two more properties of RNAi: the effects can spread from the 
transformed cell to the others and also from one generation to the next few 
generations (Fire et al., 1998)，which leads to stable transformants and allows a longer 
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time for confirmation tests and practical applications; and double-stranded RNA 
(dsRNA) is the best RNA constructs for triggering RNAi. The effects of sense, 
antisense, and dsRNA constructs were compared (Smith et al” 2000) and it was found 
that dsRNA constructs give the best silencing effect to the target organism. This 
finding was supported by other studies (Singh et al” 2000), and helps optimization of 
this technique for reverse genetic study. 
1.4.2 Major Components and Mechanism of RNAi 
The components of RNAi include: 
(1) Dicer (i.e. RNase Ill-like enzyme) which digest dsRNA to produce short 
nucleotide fragments called short interfering RNA (siRNA); 
(2) RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) associates with and unwinds the 
siRNA, for binding to the complementary target sequences; 
(3) RNA helicase, one of the components of RISC, which cleaves mRNA; and 
(4) RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP) which triggers and amplifies the 
effects of RNAi" 
RNAi begins in the presence of dsRNA, which is produced by the transgene loci 
and arranged as inverted repeats or viruses (Vaucheret, 2001). Dicers digest the 
dsRNA into 21-23 base pair long siRNAs, which maintain the effect of RNAi 
(Elbashir et al.，2001) by two different pathways. 
The first pathway of siRNA is to combine it with a (RISC), a protein complex 
containing many subunits. RISC can unwind the siRNA to target the corresponding 
mRNA, The helicase subunit in RISC then degrades the target mRNA and the RISC, 
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In the second pathway, the siRNAs also binds to the corresponding mRNA. Then 
the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP) amplifies the mRNA into transitive 
mRNA, which is digested by the dicer to produce more and more siRNA (Agrawal et 
al., 2003). This cycle reaction can produce siRNA continuously, and is effective in 
degrading the corresponding mRNA and silencing the gene. 
siRNA does not only work within the cell, but also spreads to the neighboring 
cells. Therefore, RNAi can spread from a cell to the whole organism (Agrawal et al., 
2003). 
RNA silencing is a powerful defense tool for ensuring genome integrity in many 
organisms, and can be applied in many areas. 
1.4.3 Applications of RNA Silencing 
In the last ten years, genome sequencing projects have been making rapid 
progress. The substantial information obtained leads to the need of a direct and 
powerful method for identification of biological functions of the genes found. RNAi 
can be used to examine suppression effects of genes. This technique is effective for 
functional genomic studies and is being used widely in different organisms, such as 
Neurospora crassa (Goldoni, 2004), C. elegans (Hull and Timmons, 2004)，and 
Drosophilia (Boutla, 2001). 
There are several advantages of the RNAi technique for reverse genetic analysis. 
(1) It gives information on gene functions when forward genetic technique is 
impractical. 
(2) Double mutation is a usefiil method for studying the relationships among 
genes. However, double mutation is rarely obtained using traditional methods. 
RNAi is very useful for introducing two or more mutations. 
(3) RNAi is a relatively cheap method and can be scaled up as a high-throughput 
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method for studying gene functions (Agrawal et al., 2003). 
RNAi can be applied in medical or agricultural fields. For medical uses of RNAi, 
there is another important role. RNAi in this field can help to protect organisms from 
viral infection and replication. siRNAs was used to target either the HIV-1 cellular 
receptor CD4, the HIV structural protein gag or green fluorescence protein substituted 
for the Nef regulatory protein to inhibit viral infections. Successful inhibition of viral 
infection also includes the human papilloma virus (Jiang and Milner, 2002), hepatitis 




1.5 The Target Organism Lentinula edodes 
1.5.1 Introduction 
In this study, the target is Lentinula edodes (Berk.) Pegler, (or Lentinula edodes 
(Berk.) Sing, with common name of black forest mushroom. Chinese name of 
Xiang-gu and Japanese name of Shiitake) which is a homobasidiomycetes. It is the 
second most important cultivated mushroom in the world next to the common edible 
mushroom (Agaricus bisporus) (Chang and Miles，1989). 
This species is indigenous to China, Japan and other countries in temperate 
regions (Stamets and Chilton, 1983) and its cultivation began in China during the 
Sung Dynasty (960-1127 A.D.) (Przybylowicz and Donoghue, 1990). 
L. edodes is a delicious food with a special flavors. Moreover, it contains 
various nutrients including carbohydrate, fat, protein and a number of vitamins and 
minerals. It is considered as a health food as it contains more protein than vegetables 
and is low in calories (Jones, 1995). Besides, it has medicinal values. 
It contains thioproline which traps nitrites, and eliminate them out of the body 
(Jones, 1995). It also contains lentinan, a water-soluble polysaccharide which has 
anti-tumor effects. KS-2, another polysaccharide in L. edodes, can inhibit sarcoma 
and Ehrlich ascotes carcinoma in mice (Stamets, 1993). Moreover, intake of water 
extracts of L. edodes can lower the blood serum cholesterol levels in rats 
(Przybylowicz and Donoghue, 1990). Some studies also showed that this mushroom 
does not only inhibit cholesterol build-up but also inhibits lesion formation (Jones, 
1995). In additions, L. edodes can also be used to treat measles, bronchial 
inflammation, stomachache, headache, faintness, dropsy, smallpox，and mushroom 
poisoning (Jones, 1995). 
In view of these advantages, the demand of L. edodes is gradually increasing. 
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Countries such as U.S.A. and Japan, have expanded the production of L. edodes to 
meet the need. So it is necessary to find ways to increase its yield. By studying the 
genes expressed during fruiting, fruit body production can be enhanced. Therefore, 
the aims of this study are to identify genes highly expressed in primodial stage and to 
develop a transformation technique for reverse genetic studies of the genes. 
1.5.2 The Life Cycle of L. edodes 
The life cycle of L. edodes begins when the haploid, uni-nucleated basidospores 
are released into the air from a shed mature mushroom. Then they will be dispersed 
by the wind to a suitable environment where they will germinate to form hypha, is the 
fundamental growth units of L. edodes. The hypha will grow into primary mycelium 
that can not produce primordia or mushrooms until mating with hypha of a 
compatible mating type to form dikaryotic or seconding mycelium. 
For L. edodes’ there are four mating types that define four sexs. The mating 
system of L. edodes is divided into two types. Heterothallic refer to two genetically 
different spores must mate while tetrapolar refer to four different genes control the 
compatibility of the spores (Przybylowicz and Donoghue, 1990). 
These dikaryotic mycelia will undergo the fruiting process to form primordia, i.e. 
hyphal knots from aggregation of hypae. If the condition is favorable, primordia will 
develop into young fruit bodies and finally to mature fruit bodies. This fruiting 
process is very important in the life cycle of L. edodes because fruit bodies are the 
main adaptive feaure for aerial dissemination of basidiospores. 
Monokaryotic basidiospores are formed by meiosis at the basidia, which are 
specialized cell on the gills of the fruiting bodies. After releasing the basidiospores， 
the next life cyclebegins (Przybylowicz and Donoghue, 1990). 
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1.5.3 Biochemical and Molecular Studies on L. edodes 
Molecular techniques allow isolation of differentially expressed genes that may 
be responsible for morphological or physiological changes. In the past, 
Schizophhyllum commune was a model organism for studying the genetics of 
basidiomycetes. For example, Mulder and Wessels [1986] identified 
differentiation-associated genes in basidiomycetes Schizophhyllum commune. 
Recently, L. edodes has become another target of study due to its nutritional and 
medical values. There have been studies on authentication of strains (Kwan et al, 
1992), characterization of germplasm (Chang et al., 1995), and isolation and 
identification of differentially expressed genes (Leung et al, 2000). 
Some differentially expressed genes related to fruiting have been isolated and 
identified. These genes give hints on the fruiting mechanisms in L. edodes. Besides, 
genes differentially expressed during stresses such as cold shock or under different 
growth conditions have also been found. 
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Fig. 1.4. Life cycle of L. edodes (Przybylowicz and Donoghue, 1988). 
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1.5.4 Prospectus 
The uses of L. edodes as a nutritious food and a medicine cause an increasing 
demand of this edible mushroom. Understanding the fruiting mechanisms helps the 
increase mushroom production. 
In this study, some of the previously found unidentified SAGE tags differentially 
expressed in mycelium and primodium of L. edodes were extended by GLGI method 
to faciltate identification by Blastx. Genes highly expressed in primordium were 
focused because they are more important for fruiting body development. 
Another aim of this study was to develop a transformation method for functional 
studies of interested genes in L. edodes. Many technique such as ESTs analysis, DNA 
microarray, SAGE，2-D gel electroporation and yeast-two-hybrid system have been 
applied on L. edodes but all these methods could not reveal the functions of the genes 
directly in terms of phenotypic changees. Therefore, transformation combined with 
reverse genetics will be a very important approach. 
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Chapter! Development of Methods for Studying Gene Function in 
Lentinula edodes 
2.1 Introduction 
Transformation is an excellent tool for studying novel gene functions. It is a 
technique of inserting genes of interest into an organism, whereby the target gene will 
be expressed and show certain characteristics. This is beneficial to show the functions 
of target gene in an organism. 
The transformation technique for Lentinula edodes (shiitake, xiang-gu, black 
forest mushroom) is very important to the development of the gene function study. 
However, that transformation technique is still not mature enough. Therefore, in this 
study, I tried to further develop the technique so that it could be used for many future 
studies about functional genomics using forward or reverse genetics. 
For the transformation of Lentinula edodes, firstly protoplasts were generated 
from mycelia, and transformed with plasmid DNA. Transformed protoplasts were 
regenerated to form mycelia again. The transformants are cofirmed by northern blot 
hybridization, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction, or other methods. 
Two transformation techniques, electroporation and polyethylene glycol 
(PEG)-mediated transformation, were used in this study. Electroporation generates a 
pulse of high intensity electricity to change the cell membranes permeability to allow 
DNA to enter the cell. Electro formation usually has a high efficiency in delivering 
DNA into the target organisms, this method is easily performed by a gene pulser. 
However, PEG-mediated transformation uses the chemical characteristics of 
polyethylene glycol to change the permeability of protoplast cell membranes, DNA 
can then be allowed to enter the cell. This method is mainly dependent on the 
concentration and the molecular mass of PEG. These parameters would be adjusted 
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for achieving the development of the transformation technique. 
The vector (as shown in Fig. 2.1) that was used in this study was p301-bGl, 
containing a bialaphos resistance gene (bar gene) and a P-glucuronidase (GUS) 
reporter gene, regulated and expressed by two Lentinula edodes, 
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPD) promoters. The selection for 
transformants can be done using bialaphos，as a selective medium and detecting the 
GUS activity of transformants. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Cultivation of Lentinula edodes 
There are several cultural medium for the growth of L54. (1) PDA containing 
24.0g potato dextrose extract, 2.0g yeast extract, lO.Og biolife agar and IL distilled 
water. (2) MYG containing 4.0g glucose, 4.0g yeast extract, lO.Og malt extract, lO.Og 
biolife agar and IL distilled water. (3) CYM containing lO.Og maltose, 20.0g glucose, 
2.0g yeast extract, 2.0g tryptone, 0.5g MgSCVVHaO, 4.6g KH2PO4 lO.Og biolife agar 
and IL distilled water. Three different media were used to culture the L54 in triplicate 
and the colony sizes were measured at 5伪 and 10也 days. This can show the different 
efficiency of each medium, which will be used for the culture medium ofL54. 
2.2.2 Protoplast Release and Regeneration 
L54 was cultured on PDA at 25°C for 5-10 days, and then the cultured L54 was 
transferred into PDY liquid medium and cultured at 25°C for 5-10 days. L54 
mycelium was blended by electric blender at high speed for 20 seconds, and 
transferred into new PDY liquid medium and cultured for 5 days. 
The culture was harvested by filtration through a nickel sieve and washed with 
sterilized MTC buffer (lOmmol/L Tris-HCl of pH 7.5, lOmmol/L CaC12, 0.6mmol/L 
maimitol). The harvested mycelium was dried on autoclaved absorbent papers and 
then suspended in filter-sterilized 1.5% lywallzyme solution containing 0.6mol/L 
maimitol with O.lmol/L Na2HP04-Citric acid of pH 5.6. The digestion of cell walls 
of L54 was allowed to proceed for 4 hours (32°C, 50 ipm). 
Hyphal fragments were removed by filtration through a column of cotton packed 
up to the 0.5 ml mark of a 20-ml syringe. Isolated protoplasts were done by 
centrifiigation (3000 x g, 5 minutes). Protoplasts were washed twice with MTC buffer 
by centrifiigation (3000 x g，5 minutes). Finally, protoplast pellets were suspended in 
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MTC buffer. 
After the protoplast yield was determined with a hemocytometer. The 
concentration of the protoplast in suspension was calculated to determine the dilution 
factor for the protoplast regeneration. 
For protoplast regeneration, the diluted protoplast suspension (final 
concentration is about 10 '^ -lO"^ " ml) was spreaded on the prepared regeneration 
medium containing 0.6M mannitol as an osmotic stabilizer. Then, the spreaded plates 
were incubated at 25°C for 5-7 days. The number of the clones can be counted and 
used for calculation of the protoplast regeneration rates. 
On the other hand, for the modification of protoplast regeneration, the 1% low 
melting point (LMP) agarose could be used for increasing the regeneration rate. After 
the protoplast release, protoplasts were kept 10 min on ice and mixed with 5 ml 
MYGM or NFMM medium (store at 37°C) containing 1% low melting point (LMP) 
agarose. Then, the mixture was poured on to the same medium plate. This method can 
provide a better protection environment for protoplast regeneration. 
2.2.3 Preparation of Plasmid DNA 
In this study, the p301-bGl plasmid was obtained from Professor Lin Zhong 
Ping in Peking University was used (Figure. 2.1). This plasmid contains a Basta 
resistance (bar) gene that can resistant to the herbicides such as bialaphos, Basta 
(Ignite), etc. It also contains GUS gene that encode in a /:5^-glucuronidase that can be 
expressed after transformation of L54 with this plasmid. Moreover, the promoters for 
the bar gene and GUS gene are a very strong promoter, that is from 
glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPD) gene in Lentinula edodes. 
Therefore, the high efficient expression of bar gene and GUS gene can select the 
transformants from all candidates in the medium with herbicide bialaphos and give 
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out the obvious green florescence characteristics. 
After the extraction and purification of plasmid DNA, the sample was chosen if 
its absorbance ratio OD260/OD280 was 1.8 士 0.1. 
BamHI 
广 B 肌 b a ^ H i n d m 
^ K a n p 3 0 1 - b G l I I E c o R I 
I 9.0 kb ‘ ^ 
EcoRI 
Figure 2.1 p301-bGl plasmid for the L54 transformation. 
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2.2.4 Selectable Marker --- Basta-resistance (bar) gene 
The bacterial Basta-resistance (bar) gene has been previously adapted for 
applying as a fimgal selectable marker by Avalos et al. (1989 Curr. Genet. 
16:369-372). Both Basta (Glufosinate) and bialaphos have been developed for use as 
herbicides widely used in the agricultural application. 
The product menu of Basta had mentioned that the Basta with nitrogen-free 
medium can completely block the growth of fungi where it only partially blocked 
growth in similar medium containing nitrate and had relatively little effect on growth 
on normal medium N, which contains ammonium nitrate as nitrogen source. It is 
because the Basta or bialaphos act as an inhibitor of glutamine synthetase. Therefore, 
in this study, the nitrogen-free medium was used for the transformant regeneration. 
Before application of bialaphos for selection of transformants with plasmid 
p301-bGl, the dosage of bialaphos is calibrated. The different concentrations of 
bialaphos (O i^g/ml, lOfig/ml, 20^g/ml, 40|ig/ml, 80jng/ml) were prepared in the NFM 
agar plates. Then, the L54 was inoculated into each NFM agar plates and L54' colony 
size was measured at day 4, 8, 12 and 16. After the test of bialaphos concentration, the 
most suitable one can be used for the selection of transformants. 
2.2.5 Transformation 
2.2.5.1 Electroporation 
After the optimized method of protoplast release of L54 mycelia, about 10^  
protoplasts were purified by 0.6 M mannitol were washed once with electroporation 
buffer and resuspended in 200ILI1 electroporation buffer (0.6M mannitol, lOmM 
sodium phosparate, pH7.0. For electroporation, lO^g DNA is usually used. After the 
addition of DNA, protoplasts were held for 10 min on ice before electroporation. 
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Exponential-decay high-voltage electric pulse was delivered using a 0.2 or 0.4 
cm cuvette (Biorad Co.) and gene pulser apparatus (Biorad Co.). The usual condition 
of electric pulse used for electroporation is 2.5kv cm'^  field strength, 25F capacitance 
and 400 resistance, so this condition can be adjusted to obtain the optimization. 
After one pulse delivery, protoplasts were kept 10 min on ice and mixed with 5 ml 
NFMM selective medium (37°C) containing 1% low melting point (LMP) agarose 
and 40ng/ml bialaphos. 
The mixture was poured on to a MYGM or NFMM plate containing 1% agarose 
and 40|ig/ml bialaphos. The plate was incubated at 25°C for 5-7 days. 
2.2.5.2 PEG-mediated Transformation 
For the PEG-mediated transformation, lOjil DNA (about 10|Lig) was added to 
100|Lil protoplast suspension (about 10^  protoplasts), mixed gently and incubated on 
ice for 10 minutes. Then, 20|LI1 PEG solution was mixed with the sample and 
incubated for 20 minutes on ice. At this time, 1 ml PEG solution (60% PEG 4000， 
lOmmol/L Tris-HCl of pH7.5, lOmmol/L CaCl2) was added，mixed and incubated for 
20 minutes at room temperature. Protoplasts in this mixture were kept 10 min on ice 
and mixed with 5 ml MYGM or NFMM selective medium (37°C) containing 1% low 
melting point (LMP) agarose and 40ng/ml bialaphos. The mixture was poured on to a 
MYGM or NFMM plate containing 1% agarose and 40^g/ml bialaphos. The plate 
was incubated at 25°C for 5-7 days. The transformed protoplasts can be regenerated 
into mycelium to form a little colony on the plate. Then, the GUS gene in the plasmid 
will express out florescence protein that can be tested by the GUS detection method. 




2.3.1 Cultivation of Lentinula edodes 
For the optimization of mycelial growth, three different cultural mediums (PDA, 
MYG and CYM) are tested for their ability to grow the Lentinula edodes. This 
ensured that enough mycelia sample is obtained for the protoplast to be released in a 
shorter period of time. After 5 days and 10 days of mycelia growth on PDA, MYG 
and CYM, the diameter of mycelia on the plates are measured and the results are 
recorded (shown in table 2.1). The result showed that PDA，as a cultural medium can 
grow the mycelia, with 4.82cm and 8.53cm as its diameter, at day 5 and day 10 
respectively. MYG as a cultural media could only grow the mycelia, with 3.80cm and 
7.33cm as its diameter, at day 5 and day 10 respectively. CYM shows it has the 
poorest ability to grow the mycelia, with diameters of only 2.47cm and 3.77cm，at day 
5 and day 10 respectively. 
Therefore, PDA has the highest ability to grow the Lentinula edodes mycelium, 
and would thus be used in this study for the culture of Lentinula edodes mycelia. 
2.3.2 Protoplast Release and Regeneration 
For the protoplast release, several parameters were optimized, for getting the 
maximum amount of protoplasts, in a certain culture size and starting inoculation size. 
All the data of optimization were summarized (shown in table 2.2). 
For trials 1 and 2, different cell wall digestion enzymes (lywallzyme and 
novozyme) were used. For the results of the reactions using lywallzyme, 2.1*10 /ml 
(trial 1) and 3.21*10^/ml (trial 2) was obtained, while the reactions using novozyme 
obtained the amount of protoplasts counted at 3.7*10Vml (trial 1) and 5.89*10Vml 
(trial 2). 
For trial 3, different concentrations of lywallzyme were tested and the results 
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showed that the higher the concentration of lywallzyme, the higher the yield of 
protoplasts. For trial 4，different digestion times (3,4,5 hours) were compared. The 
results showed that the optimized time length for cell wall digestion is 4 hours and the 
protoplast yield is 2.41*10 /ml. For trial 5，different centrifuge speeds (3000，4000, 
5000 rpm) were tested. The results showed that slower centrifuge speed would 
increase the yield of protoplasts. 
After the optimization of protoplast release, regeneration was also required for 
optimization, because this procedure is the main step for recovering the protoplast to 
reform it into the mycelial form. If this efficiency is low, the transformants have 
difficulty surviving and grow again. The results of optimization are shown in table 
2.3). 
The optimization of protoplast regeneration mainly focuses on the culture 
mediums and inoculation methods. For trial 1 to 5, the protoplasts were spread on 
PDA plates directly and the regeneration rates were quite low around 0.002% -
0.015%. 
Two comparisons were done for optimization. Firstly, mannitol and sucrose 
were used as osmotic stabilizers for protoplast regeneration. In trials 4 and 5，the 
protoplast regeneration rates were tested using mannitol and sucrose as osmotic 
stabilizers, there was no significant difference. This showed that both mannitol and 
sucrose could be used for protoplast regeneration. Secondly, the inoculation method 
for protoplast regeneration was optimized at the same time. One of the methods is to 
spread protoplasts onto a medium agar plate directly (Direct Spread). Another method 
is the use of low melting point agar mixed with protoplast, and pouring this onto a 
medium agar plate (Top Agar). Trials 6 to 9 mainly focused on the top agar method. 
The results showed that top agar method could increase the regeneration rate reaching 
the highest percentage, that is 0.271%. The regeneration rate accomplished by the top 
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agar method was about 18-fold higher than that done by the direct spread method. 
Table 2.1.Measurements of the growth of L54 on different cultural medium. 
Diameter of Colony (cm) 
PDA MYG CYM 
Trial 1 5.10 3.90 2.40 
Trial 2 4.65 3.70 2.30 
Day 5 
Trial 3 4.70 3.80 2.70 
Average 4.82 3.80 2.47 
Trial 1 8.50 7.65 3.50 
Trial 2 8.80 7.75 3.40 
DaylO  
Trial 3 8.30 7.80 4.40 
Average 8.53 7.73 3.77 
Remark: the original diameter of the inoculation of L54 is 0.8cm 
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Table 2.2. Optimization of the protoplast release method. 
No. of Cell Wall Digestion Time Period Speed for Collection Protoplast 
Trial Enzyme used for Digestion of Protoplasts (rpm) Yields 
1.5% lywallzyme 2.10* 10^/ml 
1 4 hours 5000rpm  
1.5% novozyme 3.70 * 10^  /ml 
1.5% lywallzyme 3.21 * 10^  /ml 
2 4 hours SOOOrpm  
1.5% novozyme 5.89 * 10^  /ml 
1.0% lywallzyme 8.52 * 1 / m l 
3 1.5% lywallzyme 4 hours SOOOrpm 2.65 * 10^  /ml 
2.0% lywallzyme 4.86 * 10^  /ml 
3 hours 4.18*106/ml 
4 1.5% lywallzyme 4 hours SOOOrpm 2.41 * 10^/ml 
5 hours 6.43 * lOVml 
3000rpm 4.32* 10^/ml 
5 1.5% lywallzyme 4 hours 4000rpm 1.98 * 1 / m l 
5000rpm 1.62* 10^/ml 
Remark: 
•Each reaction in all trials was performed under a standard culture method. Firstly, 
the L. edodes mycelium was inoculated on a PDA plate and incubated at 25 °C for 10 
days. Secondly, all mycelia on 3 PDA plates were grouped and inoculated into 50ml 
PDY. After 5 days incubation at 25°C, all mycelia were used for protoplast release by 
digesting with 10ml cell wall digestion enzyme (lywallzyme or novoyzme). 
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Table 2.3. Optimization of the protoplast regeneration. 
No. of Protoplast Dilution No. of Regeneration 
Remarks 
Trial Yields Factor Colony Rate 
2.10* 10^/ml 128 0.006% Spread plate for PR 
1 1/10 
3.70 * 10^  /ml 56 0.015% Spread plate for PR 
3.21 * 10^/ml 124 0.004% Spread plate for PR 
2 1/10 
5.89 * 106 /ml 48 0.008% Spread plate for PR 
8.52 * 106 /ml 59 0.007% Spread plate for PR 
3 2.65 * 10^  /ml 1/10 98 0.004% Spread plate for PR 
4.86 * 10^  /ml 76 0.002% Spread plate for PR 
Spread plate for PR 
4.18*106/ml 64 0.015% 
0.6M Mannitol 
Spread plate for PR 
4.18*106/ml 59 0.014% 
0.6M Sucrose 
Spread plate for PR 
2.41 • 10^/ml 135 0.006% 
0.6M Mannitol 
4 1/10 
Spread plate for PR 
2.41 * 10^/ml 143 0.006% 
0.6M Sucrose 
Spread plate for PR 
6.43*106/ml 59 0.009% 
0.6M Mannitol 
Spread plate for PR 
6.43* 106/ml 61 0.009% 
0.6M Sucrose 
Spread plate for PR 
5 4.32* 10^/ml 140 0.003% 
1/10 0.6M Mannitol 41 
1/10 Spread plate for PR 
4.32* 10^/ml 149 0.003% 
0.6M Sucrose 
Spread plate for PR 
1.98 * 10^/ml 114 0.006% 
0.6M Mannitol 
Spread plate for PR 
1.98 * 10^/ml 101 0.005% 
0.6M Sucrose 
Spread plate for PR 
1.62* 10^/ml 121 0.007% 
0.6M Mannitol 
Spread plate for PR 
1.62* 10^/ml 120 0.007% 
0.6M Sucrose 
2.75 * 106 /ml 80 0.029% Top agar for PR 
6 1/10 
2.35 * 106 /ml 56 0.024% Top agar for PR 
1.24* 1 (f /ml TNTC - Top agar for PR 
7 1/10 
9.43 * 106 /ml TNTC - Top agar for PR 
9.50 * 106 /ml 1/10 TNTC - Top agar for PR 
8 
9.50 * 106 /ml 1/100 148 0.156% Top agar for PR 
7.75*106/ml 1/100 110 0.142% Top agar for PR 
9 
7.75*106/ml 1/1000 21 0.271% Top agar for PR 
Remark: 
*Each reaction in all trials was performed under a standard culture method same as 
table 2.2. "PR" is meant protoplast regeneration. Mannitol and Sucrose are used as 
osmotic stabilizer. 
*For each regeneration sample, lOOjiil protoplast suspension was used for inoculation. 
•In this study, the BECKMAN GS-15R Centrifuge was used for collection of 
protoplast. 
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2.3.3 Preparation of Plasmid DNA 
After the extraction of plasmid DNA by the maxi-prep extraction method, the 
samples of plasmid DNA could be checked by Pharmacia Gene Quant II. The quality 
and quantity of sample plasmid DNA were essentially checked. The reasonable 
absorbency range of plasmid DNA is around O.D. 1.7 -1.9. If the absorbency range of 
the sample is not within 1.7 - 1.9, it means that the sample was contaminated with 
protein, RNA, etc. This will affect the efficiency of transformation due to its impurity. 
2.3.4 Selectable Marker — Basta-resistance (bar) gene 
Before the study of the transformation technique for Lentinula edodes, the 
concentration of the bialaphos was required to be optimized as a standard 
concentration used for the selection of transformants. Four different concentrations 
(lO^g/ml, 20|ig/ml, 40|ig/ml and 80|ag/ml) were tested, and measured the mycelial 
growth at day 4, 8, 12, and 16 (as shown in Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.2). For the 
concentration with 10|ig/ml and 20|ig/ml bialaphos, a little mycelial growth occurs at 
day 8. For the concentration with 40|ig/ml bialaphos, a little mycelial growth occurs 
at day 12. For the concentration with 80^g/ml bialaphos, no mycelial growth occurs at 
day 16. From these results, the 40^g/ml bialaphos would be used for the selection of 
transformants with bar genes, as the growth of transformants would be observed for 
5-10 days. Within 5-7 days, the growth of all non-transformants would not occur. 
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Table 2.4. Measurements of the growth of L54 on NFM medium with different 
concentrations ofbialaphos. 
Diameter of Colony (cm) 
Day 4 Day 8 Day 12 Day 16 
O^g/ml bialaphos 
2.40 5.15 8.00 8.80 
Trial 1 
O^g/ml bialaphos 
2.25 5.40 8.10 8.80 
Trial 2 
O^g/ml bialaphos 
2.33 5.28 8.05 8.80 
Average 
10|Lig/ml bialaphos 0.85 1.20 1.80 2.25 
20^g/ml bialaphos 0.80 0.90 1.35 1.35 
40iig/ml bialaphos 0.80 0.80 0.90 0.90 
80^g/ml bialaphos 0.80 0.80 0 . 8 0 � 0.80 
Remark: 
* The original diameter of the inoculation of L54 is 0.8cm 
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Fig 2.2. Photographs showing the growth of L54 on NFM medium with different 
concentrations of bialaphos. 
Day 4 Day 8 Day 12 
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For the electroporation of Lentinula edodes, there were over 12 trials, for testing 
the different conditions of this technique to obtain the transformants (shown in table 
2.5). Although many different conditions of electroporation were tested, including 
electroporation curette length (0.1cm — 0.4cm), voltage (0.5kV — l.SkV) and 
resistance (lOOO- 400Q), no transformants were obtained. To control every trial, the 
regeneration rates of control protoplast samples not treated by electroporation, were 
within 0.0670% - 0.2776% and that of control protoplast samples treated by 
electroporation, were within 0.0005% - 0.0886%. These results show that the 
protoplasts for electroporation are good in order, and the reasons for all unsuccessful 
results may not relate to the protoplast samples. 
In trials 12 and 13, there were a few colonies regenerated in the selective 
medium. However, not all these colonies could grow continuously. The PCR method 
for amplification of the specific sequence of the vector was done, but no PCR product 
could be amplified. The results show that these colonies may be false positive results. 
2.3.5.2 PEG-mediated Transformation 
For the PEG-mediated transformation of Lentinula edodes, there were over 5 
trials for testing the different parameters of this technique, to obtain the transformants 
(shown in table 2.6). Although many different parameters of PEG-mediated 
transformation were tested, including the molecular weight of PEG (3350 and 4000) 
and the concentration of PEG (40%, 60% and 80%), no transformants were obtained. 
To control every trial, the regeneration rates of control protoplast samples that were 
not treated by the PEG-mediated transformation were within 0.2040% • 0.2776% and 
that of control protoplast samples treated by the PEG-mediated transformation were 
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within 0.0070% - 0.0442%. Similar to the results of electroporation, these results 
show that the protoplasts for PEG-mediated transformation is good in order，and the 
reasons for these unsuccessful results may not relate to the quality of protoplast 
samples. 
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Table 2.5. Results of electroporation of L edodes. 
Protoplast Control / Electroporation Dilution No. of 
Trials Regeneration Medium Regeneration % 
Yield (/ml) (Dilution) factor colonies 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 59 0.0739% 
Control (10-1) 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
^ Electroporation 1 NFM 10 112 0.0140% 
10 7.98*106 
(0.2cm, 0.5kV, 25^F and 
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
200n) 
Electroporation 2 NFM 10 173 0.0217% 
(0.4cm, 0.5kV, 25^iF and 
NFM+40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q) 
NFM 10 211 0.0049% 
Electroporation 1 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0,0000% 
(0.2cm, IkV, 25nF and  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q)  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
11 4.30*107 
NFM 10 128.5 0.0030% 
Electroporation 2 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
(0.2cm, IkV, 25^F and  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q)  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
12 1.00*10^ NFM 10 TNTC -
Control NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM +80 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
Control (10-1) NFM 100 67 0.0670% 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
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NFM +80 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
Electroporation NFM 10 5 0.0005% 
(0.2cm, 1.5kV, 25^iF and NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
2000) NFM +80 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 135 0.1378% 
Control (10-1) 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 1 0.0010% 
‘ Electroporation 1 NFM 10 132 0.0135% 
13 9.80*106 
(0.2cm, 0.5kV, 25\i¥ and 
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
200CO 
Electroporation 2 NFM 10 123 0.0126% 
(0.2cm, 0.5kV, 25ixF and 
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
loon) 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 98 0.1400% 
Control (10-1) 
NFM+40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
, Electroporation 1 NFM 10 62 0.0886% 
14 7.00*106 
(0.2cm, IkV, 25^F and 
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q) 
Electroporation 2 NFM 10 71 0.0101% 
(0.2cm, IkV, 25nF and 
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
lOOQ) 
15 1.48*107 NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
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NFM 100 259 0.1750% 
Control ( 1 0 ’ 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
Electroporation 1 NFM 10 92 0.0062% 
(0.2cm, 0.5kV, 25^F and 
NFM+40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
400Q) 
Electroporation 2 NFM 10 79 0.0053% 
(0.2cm, 0.5kV, 25\x¥ and 
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q) 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 TNTC -
Control (10-1) 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 59 0.1980% 
Control ( 1 0 ’ 
^ NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
16 2.98*107 
Electroporation 1 NFM 10 42 0.0014% 
(0.1cm, 0.5kV, 25 a^F and 
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
200a) 
Electroporation 2 NFM 10 19 0.0006% 
(0.1cm, 0.5kV, 25[l¥ and 
NFM+40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q) 
17 2.45*107 NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 TNTC -
Control (10—1) 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 68 0.2776% 
Control (10—2) 
NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
50 
NFM 10 105 0.0043% 
Electroporation 1 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
(0.1cm，1.5kV, 25^F and  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q)  
NFM + 40GA 10 2 0.0001% 
NFM 10 153.5 0.0063% 
Electroporation 2 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
(0.1cm, 1.5kV, 25\i¥ and  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
400Q)  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 TNTC -
Control (10-1) 
NFM + 40GA 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 TNTC -
Control ( 1 0 ’ 
_ NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
18 5.38*108 
Electroporation 1 NFM 10 TNTC • 
(0.4cm, 0.5kV, 25^F and 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
200n) 
Electroporation 2 NFM 10 TNTC -
(0.4cm，0.5kV, 25\iF and 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
400Q) 
19 3.96*10® NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 TNTC -
Control ( 1 0 ’ 
NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
NFM 10000 81 0.2045% 
Control (10-勺 
NFM + 40GA 10000 0 0.0000% 
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Electroporation 1 NFM 10 TNTC -
(0.4cm，0.5kV, 25^F and 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
loon) 
Electroporation 2 NFM 10 TNTC -
(0.2cm, IkV, 25^F and 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
200n) 
Electroporation 3 NFM 10 245 0.0006% 
(0.1cm，1.5kV, 25nF and 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
400n) 
Electroporation 4 NFM 10 273 0.0007% 
(0.2cm, 0.5kV, 25(xF and 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q) 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM (10-1) 100 TNTC -
Control (10-1) 
NFM +40 bialaphos (10-1) 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM (10-2) 1000 154 0.2040% 
Control ( 1 0 ’ 
NFM+ 40GA (10-2) 1000 0 0.0000% 
NFM(Elel) 10 168 0.0022% 
20 7.55*107 Electroporation 1 
NFM + 40GA(Elel) 10 0 0.0000% 
(0.1cm，1.5kV, 25nF and  
NFM + 40GA(Elel) 10 0 0.0000% 
2000) 
NFM + 40GA(Elel) 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM (Ele2) 10 195 0.0026% 
Electroporation 2 
NFM + 40GA(Ele2) 10 0 0.0000% 
(0.1cm, 1.5kV, 25 i^F and  
NFM + 40GA(Ele2) 10 0 0.0000% 
lOOi^ )  
NFM + 40GA(Ele2) 10 0 0.0000% 
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NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM (10-1) 100 TNTC -
Control (10-1) 
NFM +40 bialaphos (10-1) 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM (10-2) 1000 109 0.2133% 
Control (10-2) 
NFM+ 40GA (10-2) 1000 0 0.0000% 
7 NFM(Elel) 10 152 0.0300% 
21 5.11*10 Electroporation 1 
NFM + 40GA(Elel) 10 0 0.0000% 
(0.2cm, 0.5kV, 25^iF and  
NFM + 40GA(Elel) 10 0 0.0000% 
200D)  
NFM + 40GA(Elel) 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM (Ele2) 10 129 0.0025% 
Electroporation 2 
NFM + 40GA(Ele2) 10 0 0.0000% 
(0.2cm, 0.5kV, 25[l¥ and  
NFM + 40GA(Ele2) 10 0 0.0000% 
200Q)  
NFM + 40GA(Ele2) 10 0 0.0000% 
Remarks: 
*A11 no. of colonies were counted at day? after the electroporation. 10|xg DNA was used for 
each reaction of transformation. 
*The conditions of electroporation are including curette inside length (cm), voltage (kV), 
capacitance ("F) and resistance (Q) 
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Table 2.6. Results of PEG-mediated transformation L edodes. 
Protoplast Control/*PEG Dilution No. of 
Trials Regeneration Medium Regeneration % 
Yield (/ml) (Dilution) factor colonies 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 TNTC -
Control (10-1) 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 68 0.2776% 
Control (10-2) 
NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
NFM 10 274.5 0.0112% 
17 2.45*107 
PEGl NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
60% PEG 4000 NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 10 171.5 0.0070% 
PEG 2 NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
60% PEG 4000 NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
18 5.38*10' NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 TNTC -
Control (10—1) 
NFM + 40GA 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 TNTC -
Control (10-2) 
NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
PEG 1 NFM 10 TNTC -
40% PEG 4000 NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
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NFM 100 TNTC -
PEG 1 (10-1) 
NFM + 40GA 100 0 0.0000% 
PEG 2 NFM 10 TNTC -
80% PEG 4000 NFM + 40GA 10 0 0,0000% 
NFM 100 TNTC -
PEG 2 (10-1) 
NFM + 40GA 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 TNTC -
Control (10-2) 
NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
NFM 10000 81 0.2045% 
Control ( 1 0 ’ 
NFM + 40GA 10000 0 0.0000% 
PEG 1 NFM 10 TNTC -
19 3.96*108 
60% PEG 4000 NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 175 0.0442% 
PEG 1 (10-2) 
NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
PEG 2 NFM 10 TNTC -
80% PEG 4000 NFM + 40GA 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 55 0.0139% 
PEG 2 ( 1 0 ’ 
NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
20 7.55*107 NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 TNTC -
Control (10-1) 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
Control (10-2) NFM 1000 154 0.2040% 
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NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
PEGl NFM (Pa) 10 TNTC -
60% PEG 3350 NFM + 40GA(Pa) 10 0 0.0000% 
PEG 1(10-1) NFM (PlO-'a) 100 129 0.0171% 
60% PEG 3350 NFM + 40GA(P10 'a) 100 0 0.0000% 
PEG 2 NFM(Pb) 10 TNTC -
80% PEG 3350 NFM + 40GA(Pb) 10 0 0.0000% 
PEG 2(10') NFM(P10-丨 b) 100 216 0.0286% 
80% PEG 3350 NFM + 40GA(P10-'b) 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM 10 TNTC -
Control  
NFM +40 bialaphos 10 0 0.0000% 
NFM 100 TNTC -
Control ( 1 0 ’ 
NFM +40 bialaphos 100 0 0.0000% 
NFM 1000 109 0.2133% 
Control (10-2) 
NFM + 40GA 1000 0 0.0000% 
PEGl NFM (Pa) 10 TNTC -
21 5.11*107 
60% PEG 3350 NFM + 40GA(Pa) 10 0 0.0000% 
PEG 1 (10 ') NFM (P10"^a) 100 106 0.0207% 
60% PEG 3350 NFM + 40GA(P10"^a) 100 0 0.0000% 
PEG 2 NFM (Pb) 10 TNTC -
80% PEG 3350 NFM + 40GA(Pb) 10 0 0.0000% 
PEG 2 (10-1) NFM (PlO-'b) 100 98 0.0192% 
80% PEG 3350 NFM + 40GA(P10-^b) 100 0 0.0000% 
Remarks: 
*A11 no. of colonies were counted at dayV after the PEG-mediated transformation. 10//g 
DNA was used for each reaction of transformation. 
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2.4 Discussions and Conclusions 
In this part of the study, although the transformation technique was not 
developed successfully, it helped us to build-up some experiences for further 
development of the transformation of Lentinula edodes. There were several steps to 
be optimized in this study, such as protoplast release, protoplast regeneration, use of 
selective medium for selection of transformants with p301-bGl vector and the mass 
extraction of plasmid DNA. 
In the optimization of protoplast release, the concerned parameters were the uses 
of cell wall digestion enzymes and its concentration, the time for the cell wall 
digestion, the speed used for the collection of protoplast, etc. After the optimization, 
different parameters for protoplast release were determined. Usually, 1.5% 
lywallzyme solution is used for cell wall digestion for 4 hours. If the time for 
digestion is used shorter than 4 hours, it is not enough time to digest the most mycelia 
into the protoplasts. However, if too long a time is used for digestion, the number of 
protoplasts will be greatly decreased due to a high death rate. Therefore, the time for 
the protoplast release must be controlled at about 4 hours. 
In the optimization of protoplast regeneration, the main step is the inoculation 
method because the protoplast will loose its cell wall, and then its ability against the 
different concentration gradients of the environment will be greatly decreased. 
Therefore, an environment with good protection, is the main concern. After the 
comparison of the method of direct spreading on agar plates and mixing with top agar, 
the top agar showed a better protection ability to provide a better environment for the 
protoplast regeneration. The result from the regeneration using top agar was obtaining 
a higher protoplast regeneration rate because the protoplasts was mixed with top agar 
medium and surrounded by it. Then, this top agar medium enclosed all of the 
protoplasts, they could not be affected by the outside environment, and it is an ideal 
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protection method to increase the regeneration rate. 
For protoplast regeneration, an interested phenomenon showed that higher 
dilution factor of protoplast samples could get the higher regeneration rate. For 
example, in trial 9 of table 2.3, 1/100 dilution got 0.142% regeneration rate and 
1/1000 dilution got 0.271%. Because higher protoplast density will increase the 
demands of nutrients and the nutrients in the medium that are limited. As the result, 
the higher dilution samples can get more nutrients than the lower dilution sample, and 
then the regeneration rate of the sample with higher dilution will be higher. 
For the selection medium, the 40^g/ml bialaphos is the best suitable 
concentration for the transformant selection. However, the transformants with bar 
resistance gene must be grown on a nitrogen-free cultural medium, otherwise, both 
transformants and non-transformants would grow. This is because the bialaphos 
function is to inhibit the activity of glutamine synthetase in many fungi. If there is a 
nitrogen source present in the cultural media, nitrogen will be supplied to the fiingi, 
and the inhibition effects of bialaphos to the fiingi will be decreased. Many media 
containing nitrogen (except nitrate and praline) would decrease the inhibition effects 
and then the non-transformants would grow too. When we use this selective marker 
for transformant selection, only the colonies appearing at day 5 to day 7 can be 
ensured as transformants for further confirmation, the colonies appearing after day 7 
may be false positive results. 
In this study, the main target is to develop the technique for Lentinula edodes 
transformation. Electroporation and PEG-mediated transformation were used for this 
target. However, both transformation methods failed. For electroporation, an electric 
pulse was used to change the permeability of the cell membrane of the protoplast, 
only then can the plasmid DNA enter the cell. For the PEG-mediated transformation, 
the chemical property of PEG was applied to increase the permeability of cell 
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membranes for the entrance of plasmid DNA into the cell. However, many different 
parameters of electroporation and PEG-mediated transformation were used for testing 
and no transformants could be generated. This may be due to several reasons. Firstly, 
the parameters of the transformation are not adjusted in the best combination. If a too 
low power of the electric pulse or concentration of PEG are applied, it is not suitable 
for the increase of permeability of the cell membrane. However, if too high a power of 
electric pulse or concentration of PEG are applied, all the protoplasts would be 
damaged. Therefore, the suitable parameters for transformation have still not been 
found. Secondly, the size of plasmid DNA may be another criteria for the 
transformation. Larger plasmid DNA may increase the difficulty to achieve the 
transformation. In this study, p301-bGl was used, and it is over 9kb in size. Therefore, 
this may increase the resistance to the transformation of this plasmid. Thirdly, some 
strains of organisms may have specific mechanisms to destroy the foreign DNA 
rapidly. In this study, L54 strains of Lentinula edodes were used, but it was very 
difficult for us to identify which strains could be used for transformation because the 
study on Lentinula edodes transformation is not mature enough. Therefore, different 
strains of L. edodes are needed, to be transformed for testing. 
On the other hand，in this study, the quality of protoplast is good enough for 
transformation because the regeneration rates of protoplasts in this study were 
optimized and protoplasts were in good order for achieving transformation. 
The previous studies, such as Sato, 1998 and Irie, 2003，are the successfiil cases 
for performing transformation for Lentinula edodes. In these studies, the 
transformation technique involved two different techniques, PEG-mediated 
transformation and REMI. Compared with my study, they used PEG-mediated 
transformation for DNA entry and then used REMI for DNA integration with genomic 
DNA of target organism. Therefore, this method may be better for retain the DNA in 
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Chapter 3 Identification of Interested Genes in Expression Profile of 
SAGE using GLGI Method 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Results of SAGE analysis 
The aim of this study was to find the factors that affect the fruiting of Lentinula 
edodes. The fruiting genes are the key to studying the fruiting mechanisms. The 
expression profiles of Lentinula edodes, mycelium and primodium, using the SAGE 
method, was constructed in a laboratory (Chum, 2003). First, SAGE libraries from 
mycelium and primordium stages were generated (Table 3.1) using the SAGE method. 
Then, all of the SAGE tags were collected and analyzed by the SAGE analysis 
software (Invitrogen). A total of 3449 tags were obtained from the primordium SAGE 
library, and 3503 tags were obtained from the mycelium SAGE library. Within the 
total of 6952 tags, about 100 unique tags matched the 400 ESTs databases generated 
from the primordial stage of Lentinula edodes. According to these results from studies 
from the SAGE approach, only a low proportion of SAGE tags could be identified 
(Table 3.2). 
From the results of the SAGE analysis, three different categories were obtained 
in terms of the higher expression level in mycelium (HEM), the higher expression 
level in promodium (HEP) and similar expression levels in both stages (SEB) in 
Appendix 1 • Among these categories, that of HEP was the most suitable for studying 
the genes, which were highly related to the fruiting of Lentinula edodes. However, the 
information from the short SAGE tags themselves was not enough for identification. 
Hence, the GLGI method was required to extend the sequence from the SAGE tag to 
the 3’ end of the gene. This was a very useful method to obtain more information from 
the SAGE tags. 
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Table 3.1. The copy number of the SAGE tags from mycelium and primordium of L edodes. 
(Chum, 2003) 
Mycelium Primordium 
No. of Unique No. of Unique 
Copy no.** No. of Tags No. of Tags 
Tags* Tags* 
>50 260 4 83 1 
20 to 49 108 4 125 5 
10 to 19 379 20 206 16 
2 to 9 1111 389 1238 441 
1 1645 1645 1797 1797 
Total 3503 2062 3449 2260 
Remark: 
*Same SAGE tags were grouped together and called a unique tag，e.g. tag A had 10 
copy numbers and tag B had 1 copy number so there are 11 total tags and 2 unique 
tags. 
**Copy numbers were directly proportional to the abundance of the SAGE tags. 
Table 3.2. Comparisons between the matched and unmatched SAGE tags with the 400 
ESTs databases generated from primordial stage of L. edodes. (Chum, 2003) 
Tote丨 SAGE No. of Matched No. of Unmatched % of Matched 
Tags Tags Tags Tags 
Mycelium 142 17 125 11.98% 
Primodium 195 48 147 24.62% 
Total 
(Mycelium + 337 65 272 19.29% 
Primodium) 
Remark: SAGE tags with copy number over 3 are listed. 
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3.1.2 Use of GLGI method for extension of SAGE tags 
The GLGI technique was used for identification of the correct sequence among 
several sequences, matched by a SAGE tag extension of unknown SAGE tags, into 
longer sequences for further studies. GLGI is used to extend the 14 base pair SAGE 
tags into its much longer corresponding 3’ cDNA, for identification. The core idea 
was the use of a linker at the end of the 3' end of cDNA, as an antisense primer for the 
GLGI PCR, with a sense primer designed from the SAGE tag sequence. One target 
was to simplify the GLGI method, in order to save time and cost. The idea was to skip 
parts of the 3’ cDNA amplification, and the DNA cloning. The efficiency of the 
modified GLGI method was still reasonable with the application of the 5, GLGI 
method and a new two-step PCR method. 
The overall strategy of the GLGI method is shown in Fig. 3.1. First, the total 
RNA was extracted from the cultured targeted organisms at specific stage. Second, the 
mRNA was further extracted from the total RNA and was used for the cDNA 
synthesis, with biotinylated oligo (dT) and the adaptor. This step was important as an 
addition of the adaptor for the later GLGI amplification, as an antisense primer. Third, 
the cDNA samples were digested by Nlalll to reduce the complexity of full or long 
cDNA. This made it easier to obtain single gene constructs for a SAGE tag, from the 
GLGI amplification stage. After the Nlalll digestion, the verification was performed 
by the PCR, with some specific primers to ensure the completion of the digestion. If 
the amount of cDNA was not enough for the target samples, for which a large amount 
was required, PCR amplification of 3, cDNAs was performed. Therefore, this step 
was only performed under certain circumstances. Next, the SAGE tag sequence was 
used to design a sense primer for the GLGI amplification, with the antisense primer. 
In this step, the optimization of GLGI amplification was performed, and then a single 
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Fig 3.1. Overall Strategy of The GLGI Method. (Chen et al., 2002). First, the total RNA and 
m ^ A was extracted from the cultured targeted organisms at specific stage. Second, the 
cDNA synthesis was performed with biotinylated oligo (dT) and the adaptor that, is 
important for GLGI amplification, as an antisense primer. Third, the 3，cDNA obtained by 
Nlalll digestion. GLGI amplification was performed with the antisense primer. Finally, the 
sequencing analysis was done for GLGI PCR products. In this study, PCR amplification and 
DNA cloning were skipped for saving time and costs. 
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band can be obtained by the PCR reaction. However, primers designed from different 
SAGE tags may have had different annealing temperatures, as the PCR conditions for 
each SAGE tag were adjusted accordingly to obtain a single band for fiirther study. 
Finally, the GLGI PCR products are used for DNA cloning or direct sequencing for 
final identification. 
3.1.3 5' Extension GLGI Method (5'GLGI) 
3.1.3.1 Introduction 
After the GLGI analysis, most of the GLGI products were 100-300 base pairs in 
length. Comparing this with the SAGE tags, it greatly increased its length in gene 
sequence for identification. However, the 100-300 base pair GLGI products, which 
were the 3, end of genes, still contained insufficient information for the identification 
of some genes. A new method for extension of the GLGI product from 3, end to 5, end 
of a gene was developed using the cDNA library as a template. This method was 
called the 5, extension of GLGI products (5，GLGI). 
The idea of 5' GLGI is shown in Fig. 3.2. There is a core idea for applying this 
method for the further study of the GLGI analysis. The cDNA library, which contains 
all the transcripts of an organism at a certain stage, should used as a template for the 
extension of the GLGI products. As all the cDNAs have a pair of screening primers 
within their genome, the 5, screening primer acts as the sense primer in the 5' GLGI 
PCR. However, the antisense primers were designed from the sequence of the GLGI 
products. The main criterion is that the primer length should be long enough (about 
22-25 base pairs) to represent the unique gene. Then, the 5’ GLGI products must 
contain the unique SAGE tag sequence, matching the original GLGI product 
sequences. If the 5' end sequences of the GLGI products and the 3，end sequences of 
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Fig 3.2. Idea of The 5' Extension of GLGI Method. There is a core idea for applying this method 
for the further study of the GLGI analysis. The cDNA library used as a template for the extension 
of the GLGI products. 5' screening primers of the cDNA acts as the sense primer in the 5' GLGI 
PCR. And the antisense primers were designed from the GLGI products. After 5' GLGI PCR, the 
5' GLGI products must contain the unique SAGE tag sequence, matching the original GLGI 
product sequences. 
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the GLGI products are the same, then this can be used to confirm whether the result of 
the 5, GLGI are correct. 
3.1.3.2 Overall strategy of 5’ GLGI Method 
The procedure of the 5, GLGI couuld be simply performed: the most difficult 
step was to get a single band of each 5, GLGI product. Firstly, the antisense primer 
was designed using the results of the GLGI analysis, which is the GLGI product's 
sequence. This primer was designed with 20-23 base pairs in length. This primer 
could not contain the SAGE tag sequence, which had to be within the 5' GLGI 
product. Then, the corresponding cDNA library is used as a template and the GLGI 
PGR reaction can be performed by a 5' screening primer and the antisense primer 
designed from the GLGI product. 
Another important consideration was the condition of the PGR reaction. In many 
genes, their functions require relatively low expression levels. This increases the 
difficulties of the PGR reaction. For the 5' GLGI PGR, the specificity and the amount 
of 5’ GLGI products are the issues of most concern. In this case, the touchdown PGR 
technique was applied for increasing the specificity and the amount of 5' GLGI 
products. After applying the technique, the results of 5' GLGI improved, but they 
were not good enough. A new technique for the PGR reaction was developed to 
improve the results of 5' GLGI products. It is named the Two-Step PGR method (as 
shown in Fig 3.4). 
After obtaining a single band of the 5' GLGI products, the products could be 
cloned into vectors or analyzed by sequencing reactions. Moreover, if the 5' GLGI 
products could not be a single band, the PGR condition could be adjusted and the PCR 
reaction could be repeated until a single band appeared. 
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Fig 3.3. Overall Strategy of the 5' Extension of GLGI Method. First, the antisense 
primer was designed using the results of the GLGI analysis. Second, the 
corresponding cDNA library is used as a template and the GLGI PCR reaction can be 
performed by a 5’ screening primer and the antisense primer designed from the GLGI 
product. After obtaining a single band, the products could be analyzed by sequencing 
reactions. Moreover, if the 5' GLGI products could not be a single band, the PCR 
condition could be adjusted until a single band appeared. In this study, PCR 
amplification and DNA cloning were skipped for saving time and costs. 
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3.1.3.3 Two-Steps PCR Method 
The Two-Step PCR method can increase the specificity and the amount of target 
PCR products in a PCR reaction, especially in the case using a universal primer. This 
method is based on the asymmetric PCR method. The general PCR method may 
produce a few target PCR products and many non-target single stranded DNA (shown 
in Fig. 3.4). This result does not warrant further study, such as agarose gel 
electrophoresis and sequencing reactions. A new method for improving the results of 
general PCR was developed and named the Two-Step PCR method. 
In the Two-Step PCR method, the sense and antisense primers are added into the 
reaction mixture one by one. For the first 10-15 PCR cycles, only the antisense primer, 
which is a unique primer for the target cDNA, is added, so that only the target cDNA 
can be amplified into a single stranded form. After the first 10-15 PCR cycles, the 
single stranded target cDNA is amplified to a higher concentration in the PCR 
reaction mixture. For the last 20-25 PCR cycles, the universal sense primer is added 
and the dominant target cDNA can be continuously amplified. Finally, the portion of 
target cDNA in the reaction mixture can be greatly increased, compared to the general 
PCR method. 
Not only can this method be used for 5, GLGI, but also for any PCR method 
using a universal primer. In most cases, this method is not essential, due to its 
inconvenient procedure unless the copy number of the target DNA in the pool of the 
template is very low. 
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Fig 3.4. Comparison of Two-Steps-PCR and General PCR for the 5' Extension of 
GLGI Method. In the Two-Step PCR method, the first 10-15 PCR cycles, only the 
antisense primer, which is a unique primer for the target cDNA, is added, so that only 
the target cDNA can be amplified into a single stranded form. After the first 10-15 
PCR cycles, the single stranded target cDNA is amplified to a higher concentration in 
the PCR reaction mixture. For the last 20-25 PCR cycles, the universal sense primer is 
added and the dominant target cDNA can be continuously amplified. Finally, the 
portion of target cDNA in the reaction mixture can be greatly increased, compared to 
the general PCR method. 
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3.2 Generation of Longer cDNA Fragments from SAGE tags for Gene Identification 
(GLGI) 
3.2.1 Methods and Materials (GLGI Analysis) 
3.2.1.1 Total RNA Extraction 
A) Cultivation of Lentinula edodes 
Lentinula edodes (strain Z54) was cultivated on sawdust compost (80% of dry 
sawdust, 20% of dry wheat bran) at 25°C. After 30 days, mycelium of L5A was grown 
fill! over the sawdust. Then with the sawdust, it was incubated in 4°C for several 
weeks for primordium production. 
B) Total RNA Extraction 
Total RNA was isolated from mycelium or primordium by using TRI Reagent® 
(Molecular Research Center, Inc.). 
C) RNA Quality Checking 
High quality of RNA was needed to synthesize cDNA, that is the most important 
source for the GLGI amplification. The integrity and purity of RNA were monitored. 
Ijxl of RNA sample was diluted 70 times with DEPC-H2O and checked by 
spectrophotometric measurement (GeneQuant). The sample was used only if its 
absorbance ratio OD260/OD280 was 1.9 士 0,1. 
According to the concentration reading obtained from the spectrometer, 500ng 
of the sample was analyzed by denaturing gel electrophoresis to rule out degradation 
of the RNA sample or DNA contamination. For preparation, the plastic-wares used in 
gel electrophoresis (gel tank, casting tray, and comb) were soaked in 3% hydrogen 
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peroxide (H2O2) for at least 30mins then rinsed with DEPC-H2O. 0.4g agarose was 
added into 38.8ml DEPC- H2O and heated by oven to dissolve. Then, gels were 
cooled to 60°C and mixed with 4 ml 1 OX MOPS running buffer (0.2M MOPS, IM 
sodium acetate, 0.02M EDTA, pH 7) and 3ml 37% formaldehyde. After gently mixing, 
a gel was poured into the treated casting tray immediately for solidification. To 
prepare loading sample and marker, 4-6|ig RNA (samples and 9.5kb RNA ladder 
(GibcoBRL)) was mixed well with IX MOPS, 50% formamide, 6.66% formaldehyde, 
O.Sfxg ethidium bromide and 6X RNA loading buffer. Then, RNA was denatured by 
incubated at 55°C for 20mms followed by chilled on ice for at least Imin and loaded 
to denaturing gel. The gel was placed in treated gel tank containing IX MOPS with 
IX RNA TBE running buffer (Tris base, boric acid and 0.5M EDTA, pH2.0) and 
pre-run at 5V/cm for 3mins before sample loaded and then run at 3V/cm until the 
bromophenol blue dye was reached 3 cm from the end of the gel. 
3.2.1.2 Messenger RNA (mRNA) Extraction 
For mRNA extraction, 250^g total RNA was used and diluted with 200|il lysis 
buffer (do not dilute the lysis buffer into two-fold), and then the sample was incubated 
at 65°C for 2 minutes. 150|il of streptavidin magnetic particles (1.5mg) in tubes was 
placed on magnet particle concentrator (MPC) for 1 minute, and then the supernatant 
was removed. The streptavidin magnetic particles were resuspended in 250^1 lysis 
buffer and added 1.5|li1 of biotin-labeled oligo(dT)2o probe (ISOpmol) to total RNA. At 
this time, the mixture of total RNA was mixed with the streptavidin magnetic particles 
and incubated at 3TC for 5 minutes. Then, the final mixture was placed on MPC for 3 
minutes and removed supernatant. After that, the sample with the streptavidin 
magnetic particles was washed 3 times with 250|il washing buffer and resuspended 
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these particles with 15|li1 DEPC-treated diluted H2O. After the incubation at 65�C for 2 
minutes, the supernatant was recovered by using MFC and repeated the step 8 and 9. 
3.2.1.3 Preparation of 3，cDNA for GLGI 
A) Preparation of RT primers synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) 
For the synthesis of RT primers (anchored primers), the sequence [5' biotin- ATC TAG 
AGC GGC CGC-T16-C-V (V= A/G/C)] is used. The concentration of each primer (5' biotin-
ATC TAG AGC GGC CGC-T16-C-A，-C-C, and -C-G) for preparation of final sense primer 
mixture is 0.167 ^g /jul. Finally, the concentration of the primer mixture is 0.5|Lig/^l for the 
synthesis of cDNA. 
B) Synthesis of first strand cDNA (Gibco cDNA synthesis kit 18267-021) 
The total volume of the reaction mixture was 75^1 including 15.0[il of 5x first 
strand buffer, 2.5|LI1 of lOmM dNTP mix, 5.0^1 of RT oligo, 7.5^1 of lOOmM DTT, 
42.5 j L i l of mRNA, and 2.5 |LI1 of MMLV RT. Depending on the input of mRNA, the 
final volume can be adjusted with H2O. 
After preparation of reaction mixture except MMLV RT, that was kept at 37®C 
for 40 minutes, and then moved to 65�C for 2 minutes. The cycle was repeated more 
than two times to significantly increase the cDNA yield because repeating dissociation 
and association of RT primers increase the correct annealing at the right position and 
increase the initiation of cDNA synthesis. Therefore, the reaction mixture was put at 
37°C again, added 2^1 MMLV RT, and incubated for 30 min. After two or more cycles, 
the reaction mixture was used for synthesis of second strand cDNA. 
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C) Synthesis of second strand cDNA 
The reaction mixture for synthesis of second strand cDNA was containing 264|LI1 
ofDEPC H2O，7.5^ 11 of lOmM dNTP mix, 40^1 of lOx second strand buffer, lOjil of E. 
coli DNA polymerase I，and 1.25^1 of E. coli DNA ligase. This 322.75^1 of reaction 
mixture was added to the 75|li1 1st strand cDNA mixture and mix well at 16°C for 2 
hours. Then, 2|xl of DNase-free Rnase H (Promega) was added and incubated at 37°C 
for 30 minutes for digestion of mRNA. At this time, 5^1 of sample was checked by gel 
electrophoresis whether all the mRNA was digested. 
After removal of mRNA, DNA purification method was applied. Firstly, equal 
volume of phenol/chloroform was added to sample and then mixed well by vortex. 
The sample was spirmed for 2 minutes at maximal speed at room temperature. The 
upper phase of the sample was collected into two eppendorff tubes. The sample in 
each tube was mixed with 3,5|il of glycogen, 200p,l of 7.5M NH4OAC, and 800^1 of 
cold ethanol for DNA precipitation. The samples were kept at -20°C for 30 minutes 
and were spinned for 15 minutes at maximal speed at 4°C. The pellet was obtained 
and washed gently with 500|xl of 70% ethanol, and then dried for 5-10 minutes. 
Finally, the pellet was dissolved in 21|il of LoTE (3mM Tris-Hcl pH7.5 and 0.2mM 
EDTApH7.5 in dHsO ). 1^1 of sample was checked on an agarose gel. 
3.2.1.4 Nlalll digestion of double strand cDNA 
For Nlalll digestion of double strand cDNA, the reaction mixture was mixed 
with 20.0^1 of double strand cDNA，10.0…of lOx buffer 4 (NEB), l.Oinl of lOOx BSA 
(NEB), 5.0^1 of lOU/ul Nlalll, and 64.0iLil of diluted H2O in 100|il total volume. This 
digestion mixture was kept for incubation at 37°C for 1-2 hours, and then 4|il of 
sample was checked on gel. The results of cDNA sequence should be centered at 
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about 300-500 base pairs in length. 
The digested cDNA was called 3' cDNAs, that were recovered from the Nlalll 
digestion mixture. Firstly, 100^1 of Dynal M280 beads were transferred into a 1.5ml 
eppendorff tube and washed with 300^1 2x binding/washing buffer (2x B/W: lO.OmM 
Tris-HCl pH7.5, l.OmM EDTA, 2.0M NaCl). After washing with 2x B/W, these beads 
were resuspended in 100^1 2 x B/W and mixed with Nlalll digestion mixture. This 
final mixture was rotated or shook at room temperature for 1 hour, and then the beads 
were isolated in MPC. The supernatant was saved for recovery of 3，cDNAs again. At 
this time, the beads were washed with 300…of Ix B/W (5.0mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 
O.SmM EDTA, l.OM NaCl) three times, and then with 300^1 of TE once. Finally, the 
beads were resuspended in SOjil LoTE. If linker ligation and PCR amplification were 
not done, the elution of 3’ cDNAs was required to finally recover the 3，cDNA using 
diluted H2O. 
For the Nlalll digestion verification, Nlalll digested sample was obtained from 
above steps was used as template and O.Sjxl of the sample was used to mix with the 
following materials: 
Table 3.3. The components of PCR reaction mixture for Nlalll digestion verification. 
Components for PCR reaction mixture Ix 
10 X PCR buffer 
MgCl2 (50 mM) 
dNTPs (10 mM) 0.6|nl 
Platinum Taq (5 units/^1) 0.3|LI1 
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Sense Primer (50 ng/^l) 2.1 jiil 
Antisense Primer (50 ng/jiil) 2.1 jul 
Double Diluted H2O 20.2|li1 
TOTAL VOLUME y ^ l 
There were two sets of primers for verification. Set 1 was PEL411b (5'-GCA 
ATT ACC CAT GGC CTG AT-3’）and CK70 (5，-GTG GCAAGC GTT TCC TCT-3,) 
from ESTs result PEL0411 which is putative homology to NAD(+)-depencient 
15-hydroxprostaglandin dehydrogenase. Set 2 was PEL443 (5’ GGC AGC AAA CAC 
CAA GAG 3，）and CK89 (5' GGA TTT GCT GGT GCA GTA 3,) from ESTs result 
PEL0433 which is putative homology to Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 
The PCR amplification was performed in thermal cycler. The reaction condition 
for PCR is shown as the following: 
94°C 2 minutes 
— ^ 
94°C 30 seconds 
55°C 50 seconds [ 30 cycles 
72°C 50 s e c o n d s � 
72°C 6 minutes 
The mixture was analyzed by using agarose gel electrophoresis. It is expected 
that after Nlalll digestion, the PEL411 primer binding sites are intact while the 
PEL443 primer binding sites are lost. 
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If RNA sample is enough or only a few SAGE tags need to be amplified with 
GLGI method, the step of PCR amplification of the 3'-cDNAs can be skipped. 
3.2.1.5 PCR amplification of the 3'-cDNAs (Optional) 
A) Linker ligation to 3' cDNA 
Linker sequence usually uses SAGE' s lA and IB or 2A and 2B linker. For 
instance, linker 2A and 2B were used. The sequence of linker 2A is 5'- TTT CTG 
CTC GAA TTC AAG CTT CTA ACG ATG TAC GGG GAC ATG - 3' and linker 2B 
is 5'- pTCC CCG TAC ATC GTT AGA AGC TTG AAT TCG AGC AG [amino mod. 
C7]- 3'. Furthermore, the concentration of each linker used was adjusted to 
100pmoles/|Lil with LoTE. 
For the linker formation, the reaction mixture contained 50|il of sense primer 
(linker 2A), 50|il of antisense oligo (linker 2B) and of buffer 2 (NEB). The 
mixture was kept at 95°C for 2 minutes, and at room temperature for 2 hours. Finally, 
the concentration of each resulting linker is about 50 pmol/|il (1.5 |ig/|Lil). 
40^1 of 3' bound cDNA was transferred into a new eppendorff tube. After use of 
MPC, the supernatant was removed and the beads were washed with 200)li1 of Ix T4 
ligase buffer (Invitrogen) twice. The reaction mixture containing 16jil of dHzO，2|il of 
lOx T4 ligase buffer (Invitrogen) and l|il of lOx diluted annealed Linker 2 was added 
to the tube with beads and mixed well. This mixture was heated at 50°C for 2 minutes, 
and kept at room temperature for 5 minutes, then put on ice. Ijal of T4 ligase (4 U/^1, 
触er t toa i , efE6KE <foce2 ffioaify,触teitte 
ligation, the mixture was placed on a MP^yand the supernatant was removed. At this 
time, the beads were washed with 300)li1 of Ix B/W (5.0mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 0.5mM 
were resuspended in 50[l\ L O T E . 
B) PCR amplification of the 3'-cDNAs 
For the PCR amplification, optimization is required for testing the demands of 
cDNA and the number of PCR cycles in a reaction. The components of a reaction 
mixture are showed as following table: 
Table 3.4. The components of PCR reaction mixture for PCR amplification of the 3' cDNAs. 
Components for PCR reaction mixture Ix 
10 X PCR buffer l o ^ 
MgCl2 (50 mM) 1.5^1 
dNTPs (10 mM) l.Ojiil 
Linker ligated 3' bound cDNA (different 
dilution) S.Ojiil 
Platinum Taq (5 U/^1) 0.5)al 
Sense Primer (50ng/|Lil) 2.0jLil 
Antisense Primer (50ng/|il) 2.0jLil 
Diluted HoO 35jul 
TOTAL VOLUME ^ 
The master mix of the reaction mixture (except the linker ligated 3' bound 
cDNA) was aliquoted to 47 \i\ /tube, and 3 |LI1 of diluted linker ligated 3' bound cDNA 
was added. The dilution factor of linker ligated 3' bound cDNA was 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 
1/16. The sense primer was the part of sequence of SAGE linker 2A (5'- CTG CTC 
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GAA TTC AAG CTT CT - 3') and the antisense primer was the part of sequence of 
anchored primer (5' - ACT ATC TAG AGC GGC CGC TT- 3')‘ 
The PCR amplification was performed in thermal cycler. The reaction condition 
for PCR is showed as the following: 
94°C 2 minutes 
94�C 30 s e c o n d s � 
55°C 50 seconds 卜 15/20/25/30/35 cycles 
72�C 50 s e c o n d s � 
72�C 6 minutes 
5 of PCR reaction mixture was removed at each cycle point and all PCR samples 
were checked on a 1.5% agarose gel. The results could be used to decide the optimal 
PCR condition. 
After the optimization of PCR condition, large-scale PCR amplification was 
done for greatly increasing the cDNA product. For the master mix preparation, 600 |li1 
(12x 50 fal) of PCR products, that are usually enough to provide templates for large 
scale GLGI amplification, are prepared. Then, the master mix was aliquot into twelve 
reaction tubes. After the PCR reaction, six samples (300|il) of the PCR products were 
pooled into a 1.5 ml tubes. 
C) Purification of 3' cDNAs 
For the purification, equal volume of phenol/chloroform was added to sample 
and then mixed well by vortex. The sample was spinned for 2 minutes at maximal 
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speed at room temperature. The upper phase of the sample was collected into two 
eppendorff tubes. The sample in each tube was mixed with 2.5jLil of glycogen 
(20mg/ml)，133|li1 of 7.5M NH4OAC，and 1000…of cold 100% ethanol DNA 
precipitation. The samples were kept at -20''C for 30 minutes and were spinned for 15 
minutes at maximal speed at 4°C. The pellet was obtained and washed gently with 
1ml of 70% ethanol twice, and then dried at room temperature for 5-10 minutes. 
Finally, the pellet was dissolved in 50p,l of LoTE. 
3.2.1.6 GLGI amplification of the target template 
In the GLGI amplification, the sense primer is including 14 bases (CATG plus 
10 bases SAGE tag sequence) at the 3' end and 6 nucleotide of BamHI site (GGATCC) 
at the 5' of the primer. This gives a total of 20 bases for each primer (5'-GGATCC 
CATG XXXXXXXXXX-3'). On the other hand, the antisense primer is using the 
anchored primer ACT ATC TAG AGC GGC CGC TT- 3'). 
Similar to the PCR amplification, the step for optimization of GLGI 
amplification is required. The sense primer (5'-GGATTC CATG CCA ATC CCA G-3') 
can be used as a positive control in most cases of L. edodes. This primer is generated 
from SAGE tag CCA ATC CCA G encoding for hydrophobin 1 in L. edodes. 
Applying this sense primer to GLGI, a special band of 550 base pairs was generated 
from L edodes cDNA samples. The dilution factor of 3' cDNA was 1, 1/4，and 1/10. 
The PCR condition was set as follows: 
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Table 3.5. The components of PCR reaction mixture for GLGI amplification. 
Components for PCR reaction mixture Ix 30^1 X x 30fil 
lOx PCR buffer Xx 3.0^1 
MgCb (50mM) 1 .2|li1 X x 1.2^1 
dNTPs (lOmM) 0.6|iil Xx0.6^il 
Sense Primer (50ng/)Lil) 1 ,4jli1 — 
Antisense Primer(50ng/|il) 1.4^1 X x 1 A\i\ 
3' cDNA from step 4 or 6 (different 
dilution) LOjiil Xxl.Opl 
Platinum Taq (5units/|il) 03\il Xx0.3|li1 
Diluted H2O 21.1|iil Xx21.1^1 
The PCR amplification was performed in thermal cycler. The reaction condition 
for PCR reaction is showed as the following: 
94�C 2 minutes 
94�C 50 seconds 
60°C 50 seconds ^ 10 cycles 
TTC 2.5 minutes 
94�C 50 s e c o n d s � 
550c 50 seconds 卜 10/15/20/25/30/35 cycles 
72�C 2.5 m i n u t e s � 
72°C 6 minutes 
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At each point of the cycles, 3^1 of the reaction mixture was removed and the 
remained reaction mixture was continued for more further PCR cycles. After the 
collection of samples at different points of the cycles, all these samples were checked 
on a 1.5% agarose gel and the optimal PCR condition was determined. 
After the optimization of GLGI amplification, large scale GLGI amplification 
for a large amount of target SAGE tags was done (30|Lil/reaction) with the optimal 
PCR conditions. 3|il of each PCR reaction was used for checking on a 1.5% agarose 
gel. After the GLGI amplification, the DNA purification was done. The DNA 
precipitation stepcontained the materials as the following table: 
Table 3.6. Components of purification mixture for DNA purification. 
Items 1 well X well 
PCR product — 
95% Ethanol 75^1 Xx75|il 
3M NaOAc (pH 4.6) 3|LII XxSjul 
Glycogen (20 mg/ml) 0.5|iil Xx 0.5^1 
This DNA purification is the same as the method used in purification of second 
strand cDNA. After the DNA purification, the pellet was dissolved in 10^1 of LoTE. 
The samples can be checked on a 1.5% agarose gel. 
Moreover, the step of DNA cloning would be omitted if direct sequencing was 
chosen in the next step. 
3.2.1.7 DNA Cloning (Optional) 
DNA cloning is used for keeping DNA information for long time storage. 
Purified PCR products were cloned into pCR4-TOPO vector (Invitrogen: TOPO TA 
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Cloning Kit for Sequencing) as the following table: 
Table 3.7. The components of ligation mixture. 
Items 1 well X well 
P C R product 2.0jLil — 
Sterile water O.SjLil X x 0.8|LI1 
Salt solution (1.2 M NaCl, 0.06 M MgCla) OJjLil X x 0.7|LI1 
pCR4-T0P0 vector (10 ng/fil) 0.5|LI1 X x 0.5jLil 
All the materials were mixed well and kept at room temperature for 30 minutes, 
and then kept on ice. Ifil of ligation mixture was mixed with 25|il of TOPOlO 
competent cells (Invitrogen) aliquoted in a 96-well PCR plate (Applied Biosystems), 
and then kept on ice for 25 minutes. All the samples were heated at 42°C for 50 
seconds, and then kept on ice for 2 minutes. 125|il SOC medium was added for each 
sample. The samples were shook at 3TC for 60 minutes at 225 rpm. Half amount of 
each transformants were spread on the LB plates containing 50 jag/ml of kanamycin, 
and kept at 37°C overnight. 
Screen positive clones through directly colony-PCR amplification with Ml3 
reverse and Ml3 forward (-20) primers located in the vector. Screening 3 clones for 
high-copy SAGE tags usually generated more than 85% qualified 3' ESTs for SAGE 
tags with high copies, and between 65%-85% qualified 3' ESTs for SAGE tags with low 
copies. If necessary, a second round of screening of 4 to 6 clones can be performed. It 
usually generates 10%-15% more qualified 3' ESTs. 
Colony-PCR amplification was done with Taq polymerase in 30 jul for each clone: 
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Table 3.8. The components of PCR reaction mixture for colony-PCR amplification. 
Items Ix 30^1 X x 30|iil 
lOx PCR buffer XxTojiil 
MgCh (50mM) 1.2^1 Xx 1.2^1 
dNTPs (lOmM) 0.6^1 Xx 0.6^1 
M13-Reverse (lOOng/jiil) OJjiil X x 0.7fil 
M13-Forward (-20) (100ng/|il) 0.7jnl X x O.liil 
PCR product 1.0^1 X x 1.0^1 
Taq polymerase (5units/^l) 0.3^1 X x 0.3|il 
Diluted H2O 21.8|LI1 Xx21.8jLil 
The PCR amplification was performed in a thermal cycler. The reaction 
condition for PCR reaction is shown below: 
94�C 2 minutes 
94�C 50 seconds 
55�C 50 seconds 卜 30 cycles 
72�C 2.5 minutes 
72°C 6 minutes 
The following step was used to purify cloned-PCR products. The materials for 
DNA purification of cloned-PCR products were mixed as table 3.6. 
This DNA purification is the same as the method used in purification of second 
strand cDNA. After the DNA purification§4the pellet was dissolved in 20^1 of LoTE. 
2^1 of samples can be checked on a 1.5% agarose gel for determining the quantity and 
quality of PCR products. 
3.2.1.8 Sequencing of GLGI PCR products 
Sequencing reaction was done in lO i^l reaction mixture for each GLGI PCR 
sample. After cycle sequencing reaction, purification and denaturation, the samples 
were finally sequenced with the ABI PRISM 3100 Genetic Analyzer. 
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3.2.2 Methods and Materials (5，GLGI Analysis) 
3.2.2.1 Preparation of unique antisense primers 
The GLGI product sequences were obtained from previous study by GLGI 
method. As the DNA cloning step was skipped, the GLGI product can't confirm its 
sequence with the SAGE tags, a 5，GLGI method can not only extend the GLGI 
product sequence toward the 5’ end but also obtain the SAGE tag sequence again for 
confirmation. 
In the 5' GLGI method, the antisense primer was designed in 20-23 base pairs 
shown in table 3.9, that are long enough to obtain a unique sequence for each 5' GLGI 
sample. On the other hand, the antisense primer must not contain the sequence of its 
SAGE tag sequence because the sequencing primer can't be sequenced in the 
sequencing reaction. 
Table 3.9. The list of antisense primers for 5' GLGI PCR. 
No. 5' GLGI primer Tm (。<：) Sequence Size (bp) 
~ i P002—1 ^ CCACCCACTTCACCCTGTC 19 
2 P 0 0 3一 1 4 8 ACAACCTGGGATGATAATAAAGT 2 3 
3 P012—1 4 4 GGGAAAGTAGTAGCATAAGAGT 22 
4 P 0 2 2 _ l ^ CTTTGACAACTCTCCCATCG ^ 
5 P 0 2 4 — 1 ^ AGTAACGCATCATCGCTGTG ^ 
6 P 0 2 7一 1 TCAACGCTATTTCGGCTCTC 2 0 
7 P028—1 M AGGTGATCGGCATACCTAATAA ^ 
8 P030—1 GTGACAATGCGATAGAACAGC ^ 2 1 
9 P 0 3 7 _ l 4 0 AAGACAGCAGACTACACTACT 21 
10 P 0 4 1 一 1 4 8 T C A T T T G G T T T A T G G T T T A T G A G 2 3 
1 1 P043—1 5 0 ACGAAAGAACAATCCTCAACAT 22 
12 P04 6—1 4 7 CATCGAAAAGAAAGAGTAAGGT 22 
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3.2.2.2 5 ’ extension of GLGI products 
The procedures and the materials for the 5’ GLGI PCR is similar to the GLGI 
PCR but there are some differences. The template for 5’ GLGI PCR is the PCR 
amplified products from phage with L edodes primodium cDNA library. It is because 
the vector ofcDNA has a screening primer (5’ TCC GAG ATC TGG ACG GAG C 3,), 
which was used as a sense primer in 5' GLGI PCR. On the other hand, the antisense 
primers are the unique primer devised from GLGI products. For the 5' GLGI PCR, 
the reaction mixture contains the components shown in table 3.10. 
Table 3.10. The components of PCR reaction mixture for 5’ GLGI PCR. 
Components for PCR reaction mixture Ix 30^1 X x 30fil 
lOx PCR buffer 3 ^ 1 Xx3.0|li1 
MgCla (50mM) 1 ,2JLI1 X X 1.2^1 
dNTPs (lOmM) 0.6|il Xx 0.6^1 
Sense Primer (50ng/]iil) 1.4jLil Xx 1.4|li1 
Antisense Primer(50ng/|al) 1.4|LI1 ---
PCR amplified products from phage with 
L. edodes primodium cDNA library 1 .Ojil X x 1 .0|li1 
PlatinumTaq (5units/|Lil) 0.3jil Xx 0.3^1 
Diluted H 2 O 21.1|LI1 X X 2 1 . 1 ^ 1 
The 5' GLGI PCR condition was following the two-steps PCR method. Firstly, 
the PCR components were mixed together except sense primer and were undergoing 
the first 10-15 PCR cycles. Then, the sense primer was added at this time and the 
reaction samples were continuing to finish the last 20-25 PCR cycles. The overall 
PCR condition is shown as the following: 
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Primer added 
94�C 2 minutes 
94�C 50 s e c o n d s � 
Annealing Tenperature 1 50 seconds f 10-20 cycles 
72°C 2.5 m i n u t e s � 
Sense Primer added oniy 
94°C 50 s e c o n d s � 
Annealing Tenperature 2 50 seconds ^25-30 cycles 
72°C 2.5 minutes 
72°C 6 minutes 
According to the table 3.13, the antisense primers of 5' GLGI PCR have a great 
variety of annealing temperature, that increases the difficulty to apply PCR method in 
a simple way. Different annealing temperatures of antisense primer require different 
PCR condition to give out the best results. Therefore, a number of trial may be 
required for a sample by adjustments of annealing temperature 1 and 2 described 
before. After the collection of samples at different points of cycles, all these samples 
were checked on a 1.5% agarose gel and the optimal PCR condition was determined. 
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3.2.2.3 DNA Cloning (Optional) 
Refer to the method in chapter 3.2.1.7. 
3.2.2.4 Sequencing of 5‘ GLGI PCR products 
Refer to the method in chapter 3.2.1.8. 
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3.2.3 Results (GLGI Analysis) 
3.2.3.1 Total RNA Extraction 
RNA was extracted by the method described in the chapter 3.2.1.1. The quality 
and quantity of the extracted RNA were analyzed with a spectrophotometer and the 
method of denaturing gel electrophoresis. For a reasonable quality of RNA sample, 
the ratio of absorbance (OD260/OD280) should be within 1.8 to 2.0 to ensure that there 
is little DNA or protein contaminants. The RNA sample used for SAGE or GLGI had 
absorbance ratio of around 1.8 to 1.9. Then, 500ng of RNA sample was by denaturing 
gel electrophoresis. After electrophoresis, clean and sharp 28S rRNA bands and 18S 
rRNA bands were observed (Figure 3.5). 
3.2.3.2 Messenger RNA (mRNA) Extraction 
The quantity and quality of mRNA isolated using the mRNA isolation kit 
(described in chapter 3.2.1.2) was also examined by the spectrophotometer. The ratio 
of absorbance (OD260/OD280) of the mRNA sample used for GLGI was 1.9 to 2.0. 
3.2.3.3 Preparation of cDNA for GLGI 
cDNA was synthesized when the mRNA was bound to the magnetic beads, 
acting as a template with SUPERSCRIPT™ II reverse transcriptase (RT). The size of 
the cDNA sample can be analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and the results 
showed that the size of most of the cDNA is around 300 to 800 base pairs (Fig. 3.6). 
Moreover, the synthesized cDNA was also verified by PCR with 2 sets of gene 
specific primers for the clones PEL411 and PEL443. Both PCR products were 
amplified by two sets of primers after 1% agarose gel electrophoresis showed a sharp 
band in different sizes (Fig. 3.7). 
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28S 0 口 P| 
(1) ⑵ 
Fig. 3.5. Gel electrophoresis of total RNA isolated from the primodium of L. edodes. 
Photo 1 and 2 are samples shown on 1 % agarose gels in Ix TBE. Arrowheads 
indicate 28S and 18S rRNA bands. Photo 1 were done after extraction of total RNAs. 
Photo 2 were done after DNase I treatment. 
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1 
g p j 
Fig. 3.6. Gel electrophoresis of cDNA synthesized from the mRNA of L. edodes 
primodium. There are two samples shown on 1 % agarose gels in Ix TBE. The sizes 
of cDNA contructs are mainly concentrated at 300 to 800 base pairs. 
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LANE M 1 2 3 4 M 5 6 
[ 爛 m 
丨LH 
PEL411b -
Fig. 3.7. Results of Nlalll digestion of cDNA using PCR method with 2 sets of gene 
specific primers (PEL411b and PEL443). “M” is 100 base pair DNA ladder. Lane 1, 2, 
3 and 4 represent the PCR products amplified by Nlalll digested cDNA and lane 5 and 
6 represent the PCR products amplified by original cDNA (as control). Lane 1, 2 and 
5 were amplified using PEL443 as a primer and lanes 3, 4 and 6 were amplified by 
PEL411b. In the results of control shown in lanes 5 and 6, both of PCR products were 
present. After complete Nlalll digestion of cDNA, the PCR products amplified by 
PEL443 primer would appear but that amplified by PEL411b primer would still be 
present. 
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3.2.3.4 Main digestion of double strand cDNA 
To reduce the complexity of the cDNA for GLGI analysis, it was digested by 
NIalll anchoring enzymes. After NIalll digestion, the 3，cDNA was verified by PCR 
with the gene specific primer sets (PEL411 and PEL443). After 1% agarose gel 
electrophoresis, the expected result was that the PEL411 primer binding sites are 
intact, while the PEL443 primer binding sites are lost (Fig. 3.7). 
3.2.3.5 GLGI amplification of the target template 
After optimization of the GLGI PCR，138 samples were extended and amplified 
into GLGI products, which are sequences from the SAGE tags, to corresponding 3， 
polyA tail of cDNA. As the different SAGE tags had different sequences and different 
Tm，different annealing temperatures were adjusted to perform the GLGI PCR. If 
unsuitable annealing temperatures were used, then the GLGI would give no band, or 
more than two bands (as shown in Figs 3.8-3.11). Then, the GLGI of these samples 
were carried out with different annealing temperatures again until a single band was 
obtained (shown in Fig. 3.8-3.11). 
After single bands were obtained by the GLGI PCR, the GLGI products were 
purified and analyzed by gel electrophoresis for further confirmation. The 
concentration of GLGI products was usually very low (as shown in Figs 3.8-3.11) and 
the results were unclear, but sufficient to determine whether a single band was 
obtained. After purification, the GLGI products were purified and concentrated, clear 
single bands were then observed (as shown in Figs 3.12-3.13). 
The 5’ GLGI PCR results on gel electrophoresis are summarized in Table 3.11. 
There are three types of results, including single band (52.90%), more than one band 
(15.22%), and no band (31.89%), as revealed by agarose gel electrophoresis. 
The ideal result was to obtain a single band that can represent the unique target 
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GLGI products. If the PCR condition was optimized and the SAGE tag sequence was 
unique，to match a single target cDNA, then only a single band GLGI product was 
amplified. 
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P002 POlO P015 BOOl B002 BOOS 
I I I I I I 
M M 
Fig. 3.8. Gel eletrophoresis of the GLGI PCR (on 2003/02/11) as an example. The 
samples identified from left to right are P002, POOS, P004，P005, P06, P007，POlO, P012, 
P014，100 base pair DNA ladder, P015, P016, P017, P019, P020, P024, BOOl, B002, 
B003 and B004. In this trial, sample P002, POlO, P015, BOOl, B002 and B005 were 
getting a single band that could be used for sequencing analysis. 
P027 P028 P029 P030 P034 
^^ ^^ ^ 
Fig. 3.9. Gel eletrophoresis of the GLGI PCR (on 2003/02/19 trial 1) as an example. The 
samples identified from left to right are 100 base pair DNA ladder, P027, P028, P029, 
P030, P31, 100 base pair DNA ladder, P032, P034, P035, P036 and P037. In this trial, 
sample P027, P028, P029, P030 and P034 were getting a single band that could be used 
for sequencing analysis. 
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P040 P041 P043 P044 P045 P046 
I I I I I I 
Fig. 3.10. Gel eletrophoresis of the GLGI PCR (on 2003/02/19 trial 2) as an example. The 
samples identified from left to right are P038, P039, P040, P041，P042, P043, 100 base 
pair DNA ladder，P044，P045, P046, P047 and P048. In this trial, sample P040, P041, 
P043，P044 P045 and P046 were getting a single band that could be used for sequencing 
analysis- P039 P042 P047 P048 
P024 P032 P035 P037 
mWW 
Fig. 3.11. Gel eletrophoresis of the GLGI PCR (on 2003/02/20) as an example. The 
samples identified from left to right are P023, P024, P026, P031, P032, P035, P036, P037, 
P038, P039, P042, P047 and P048. In this trial, sample P024, P032, P035, P037, P039, 
P042, P047 and P048 were getting a single band that could be used for sequencing 
analysis. 
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Fig. 3.12. Gel eletrophoresis of the purified GLGI PCR products (on 2003/02/19) as 
an example. The samples identified from left to right are P028, P029, P030, P034, 
P040, 100 base pair DNA ladder, P041, P043, P044, P045 and P046. 
Fig. 3.13. Gel 
eletrophoresis the 
GLGI PCR 
B M P H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ I P H I i m J I I I I I products (on 2003/02/22) 
— — s a m p l e s 
I ladder, M017, P024, P032, 
P035, P037, P039, P042, 
' ^ l l ^ J P ^ ^ P047andP048. 
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Table 3.11. Summaiy of the gel electrophoresis results of GLGI PCR products. 
Result of GLGI PCR shown on Gel Electrophoresis 
GLGI 
Code SAGE Tag Single Band Two or More Band No Band 
P I TCCCTATTAA V 
P2 ATGGGGCATA V 
P 3 ACATCTTGGG V 
P4 GGCTTCGGTC V 
P 5 GGTGCATCCT V 
P 6 AATCGTGTAC V 
P7 TAGAGCTTTG V 
P8 TCGGGCTCGG V 
P 9 GAAGACGAAA V 
P I O TATTCCTCGC V 
P l l CTATTCTAAC ； 
P I 2 GAACTGCACG V 
P I 3 TCCCCGTACA V 
P I 4 TTGCTCGTGC V 
P I 5 TTGTTAGAAT V 
P 1 6 CACACAGAAT V 
P 1 7 CCAGCCATTG ^l 
P I 8 TAAACGAGGT V 
P I 9 TCATTCACTA V 
P 2 0 TCATTTTTGT V 
P 2 1 AATAACGGCT V 
P 2 2 AAGCGTCTGG V 
P 2 3 CACCCCCAAC V 
P24 CTTCTGTACT ^| 
P 2 5 GCCGTTCGCT V 
P2 6 AAATTGAAAA V 
P 2 7 AACAAGCCAG V ‘ 
P 2 8 AGGAAGCCCG V 
P 2 9 CCTGCACCCT V 
P 3 0 GTCATTGTGA V 
P 3 1 GTCGCCGATG V 
P 3 2 T A G A T G C G C G V 
P 3 3 TCGTGCGCGC V 
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Table 3.11. continued 
P 3 4 TCGTTCGTCT — ^ 
P 3 5 GATGGATCTA  
P 3 6 AAAAAAAAAA V 
P 3 7 ACCGACCCGA V  
P 3 8 ATTACGAGCG V 
P 3 9 CCTTGATTAA V 
P4Q CGATATGCCC  
P 4 1 CTTGTACTGT V  
P 4 2 GATGGATCTA V  
P 4 3 GCAGTAGAAG V  
P 4 4 GGCTTCCTGT V  
P 4 5 GGTCGTGTTA V  
P 4 6 GTTCAGGTCA V  
P 4 7 GTTGATCCTT V  
P 4 8 TTGTGTCATT V  
P4 9 ATGGTTGAAT V  
P5Q AACCATAAAC V 
P 5 1 ACAAGAAAGC V  
P 5 2 ACGACGCGCG V  
P 5 3 ACGTGGAAAC V  
P 5 4 AGAATCACGG  
P 5 5 AGAGACGTCG V  
P 5 6 ATGCGAGCCC V  
P 5 7 CCACGCTCCT V  
P 5 8 CCATCTCTGA V  
P 5 9 CCCGAAGATG V  
P6Q CCCGATGGTT V  
P 6 1 CTATCTCCGA V  
P 6 2 CTCGAAGCCG V  
P 6 3 GACCCTGACG V  
P64 GCACGATGGG V  
P 6 5 TAATTTAAAT V 
P 6 6 TACGCGTATA V  
P 6 7 TCGTTAATGG V  
P 6 8 TTTGAGAATG V  
P 6 9 ATCACATTTT V  
P7Q lACGTCTGCAG � 
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Table 3.11. continued 
P 7 1 [ G G A A G A A T G C V n 
P 7 2 TAGAGCTAAT V 
P 7 3 CCGTTCTGGA V 
P 7 4 AAGATTGAGA V 
P 7 5 AATCTTGTAT V 
P 7 6 AATGTACGTT V 
P 7 7 ACACTTTCCT V 
P 7 8 ACAGGAGAGA V 
P7 9 AGGCTACGGA V 
P 8 0 AGGTTGTTGG ； 
P 8 1 ATCTGAGCGT V 
P 8 2 ATGAGAGGAA V 
P 8 3 ATGGACTCTA V 
P 8 4 ATTGCCTCCC 
P 8 5 ATTTGGAAAG V 
P 8 6 CACCCTAAGG 
P 8 7 CACGGCTTGC V 
P 8 8 CAGATCAGGC V 
P 8 9 CAGTGAGTGC V 
P 9 0 CATACGTGAA V 
P 9 1 CCAAAAAAAA "V 
P 9 2 CCATTACTCG V 
P 9 3 CCGCCTTGCT V 
P 9 4 CCGTTCTGGA V 
P 9 5 CGAAAGGTGG V 
P 9 6 CGCAACGTGT V 
P 9 7 CGCCCGGGTC V 
P 9 8 CTATCGACCC 
P 9 9 CTTGTTACAT V 
PlOO CTTGTTACGT V 
P l O l CTTTTTTCGT V ‘ 
P 1 0 2 GAATTCCTCG V 
P 1 0 3 CTTTTTTCGT “ V 
P I 0 4 GAATTCCTCG V 
P 1 0 5 CTTTTTTCGT V 
P I 0 8 GCGCAAGCCA V 
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Table 3.11. continued 
P 1 0 9 I G C T C G A A C A C V 
P l l O GGTCGTCCAA V “ 
P i l l GTATTATGAT V 
P 1 1 2 GTGTAGCATA V 
P 1 1 3 GTTCCGAAAC V 
P 1 1 4 GTTCTTGAGC V 
P 1 1 5 GTTTCCCTAG V 
P 1 1 6 GTTTTTTGGA V 
P 1 1 7 TAACAGTAAG ； 
P I 1 8 TAAGGAGCTG V 
P 1 1 9 TACAGAATCG V 
P 1 2 0 TACATACATA ； 
P 1 2 1 TACTTGAGCA V 
P 1 2 2 TATCCTGTAC V 
P 1 2 3 TCCAAGTCAC V 
P 1 2 4 TCCGCCGGTG V 
P I 2 5 TCGACCAGCT V 
P 1 2 6 TCGATCAAGT V 
P 1 2 7 TCGCTCGCCG V 
P I 2 8 TCTACGGCGG V 
P 1 2 9 TGAACAGAGG V 
P I 3 0 TGCATTACCA V 
P I 3 1 TGGTGGTAAT V 
P I 32 TGTAAATAAC V 
P 1 3 3 TGTTCGGTTG V 
P 1 3 4 TGTTGACGGC V 
P 1 3 5 TTACTTGAGT ~ V 
P I 3 6 TTATGCGGTT V 
P I 3 7 TTCAACAACT V 
P 1 3 8 T T C G G C A A G G V “ 
P 1 3 9 TTCTCTTTGT V 
P I 4 0 TTGTCGGTGA ^| ~ 
Total 73 21 44 
Total (%) 52.90% 15.22% 31.89%“ 
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3.2.3.6 Sequencing of GLGI PCR products 
After the sequencing analysis, 73 out of the 138 SAGE tags generated unique 
sequences using the GLGI method. The size range of these 73 GLGI products was 
from 42-848 base pairs, with 12% shorter than 99 base pairs, 36% between 100 to 300 
base pairs, 41% between 301-500 base pairs, and 10% longer than 500 base pairs 
(summarized in Table 3.13). 11 out of 73 GLGI products' sequences could be 
identified using Blastx. The sizes of these 11 identified sequences are within about 
217-848 base pairs (shown in Table 3.12). This size range of the sequence was long 
enough to identify their identity in databases. However, the size range of most 
unknown GLGI product sequences was around 50-300 base pairs, which may have 
been too short for identification. The 5' GLGI method was then developed to extend 
the GLGI product into long sequence tags for identification 
In this study, the number of SAGE tags was not enough to show the relationship 
between the abundance of the SAGE tags and the results of the GLGI amplification. 
Usually, the lower copy number of the SAGE tags will yield less PCR products and 
may contain some additional bands. This is because of the partial annealing of the 
sense primer, with other non-targeted templates, which may result in some 
non-specific amplification when the targeted template is very low in level. To solve 
this problem, a modified PCR method can be used，which will be discussed in the 5， 
GLGI method section. 
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Table 3.12. Summary of the results of identified sequencing data of GLGI. 
I ^ L G l | “ r F T I A 麵 ion I ‘ I Sequence I Copy 
^AIjIl lags Identification Source p value 
code No. Size no. 
P008 TCGGGCTCGG 12329975 Ribosomal protein S 2 Xanthophyllomyces 435 12 
dendrorhous 
^^^ , Schizosaccharomyces 
P017 CCAGCCATTG 6094037 6 0 S r ibosomal prote in L 2 3 2.10E-21 2 1 7 8 
pombe 
Cryptococcus 
P022 AAGCGTCTGG 5 7 2 2 5 7 6 4 Cytokines i s -re la ted protein neoformans van 7 e - 8 0 8 4 8 7 
neoformans JEC21 
P031 GTCGCCGATG 4104248 G l u c o s e regulated prote in Laccaria bicolor 3 .10E-20 ^ V 
Ribosomal protein L17.e, 
P045 GGTCGTGTTA 422233 Neurospora crassa 8 .00E-27 5 0 7 5 
cytosolic 
__CCR4-N0T transcription 
P056 ATGCGAGCCC 12731613 Homo sapiens 5 .40E-06 521 4 
complex, subunit 8 
Schizosaccharomyces 
P059 CCCGAAGATG 6094234 A d e n o s y l h o m o c y s t e i n a s e LOOE-35 764 4 
pombe 
Cryptococcus 
P089 CAGTGAGTGC 57227955 Putat ive phytase neoformans var. 
neoformans JEC21 le-09 620 3 
j Cryptococcus 
Putative defender against cell 
P105 CTTTTTTCGT 57222961 neoformans var. 7e-19 426 3 
death 1 (dad-1) 
neoformans JEC21 
Drosophila 
PI 14 GTTCTTGAGC 730637 4 0 S R i b o s o m a l protein S 1 8 8.90E-22 2 6 2 3 
melanogaster 
Acetohydroxyacid Filobasidiella 
P137 TTCAACAACT 15077834 4e-14 316 3 
reductoisomerase neoformans  
Remark: Copy numbers were directly proportional to the abundance of the SAGE 
tags. 
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Table 3.13. Overall summary of the results of sequencing data of GLGI. 
GLGI e A^T^ rw, Assession ~ 1 “ IT I T T ^ 
code s a g e Tags Identification Source p value Sequence Copy 
‘ Size no. 
pool TCCCTATTAA ~ 一 “ 
P002 ATGGGGCATA 4502773 Carboxyi ester lipase-iike Homo sapiens ^ ^ ^ 
P003 ACATCTTGGG Unknown “ ^ 
P004 GGCTTCGGTC Unknown j；^ 
P005 GGTGCATCCT Unknown ^ 
P006 AATCGTGTAC — “ — 
PQQ7 TAGAGCTTTG Unknown ‘ 
應 T C G G G e • �肩 厂 Ribosomal protein S2 办 : 
P009 GAAGACGAAA " “ “ “ 一 ~ 么 ^ 
P010 TATTCCTCGC Unknown ^ j j " " 
POll CTATTCTAAC " ‘ “ — ~ ~ — ~ “ jq 
1 ^ H+-transporting ATP synthase (EC — 
P012 GAACTGCACG 丄^'即力 3 .6.1.34) protein 8 AWinaria turrita 0 .98 142 ！。 
P013 TCCCCGTACA — ~ — — 
P014 TTGCTCGTGC “ ^ ~ 
P015 TTGTTAGAAT g~~ 
PQ16 CACACAGAAT Unknown ‘ ~ ^ g~~ 
gon c c縦 c組G 顏0 3 7 6 0 S r i b o s o m a l p r o t d ^ 臉 2 1 7 ^ 
P 0 1 8 TAAACGAGGT — “ g 
‘P019 TCATTCACTA ~ g 
‘ P 0 2 0 TCATTTTTGT ~ “ g 
P021 AATAACGGCT Unknown ^ j 
Cryptococcus 
57225764 Cytokinesis-related protein neoformans var. JeSO 8 4 8 
P022 AAGCGTCTGG neoformcws JEC21 7 
a o i “ n A Cysteine-rich antifiingal protein 1 “ ‘ ‘ 
P023 CACCCCCAAC precursor Arabidopsis thaliana 0.37 3 7 0 ^ 
P024 CTTCTGTACT Hypothetical protein Guillardia theta \\6 T~ 
P025 GCCGTTCGCT 22087260 SilB Streptococcus pyogenes^ ^ ~ 
1 川 70 Photosystem I reaction centre ~ 
:P026 AAATTGAAAA ^ subunit IV Synechococcus sp 0.92 310 ^ 
？ P027 AACAAGCCAG 194579 Ig H-chainV-D-region hi^^^j^^^^^s ^ 
]P028 AGGAAGCCCG “ ^"" 
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Table 3.11. continued 
GLGI ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Assession — \Z 
code s a g e Tags Identification Source p value «叩ence Copy 
灣’ Size no. 
P029 CCTGCACCCT ‘ ^ 
P030 GTCATTGTGA 418311 Structural protein 1 — — Hepatitis E virus 0.99 118 6 
P031 GTCGCCGATG 4104248 Glucose regulated protein Laccaria bicolor3.10E-20 5 8 8 
P032 TAGATGCGCG ^ " " 
P033 TCGTGCGCGC ^ 
P034 TCGTTCGTCT ^ 
P035 GATGGATCTA 11496245 D N A J - l i k e 5 Mus musculus ^ ^ 
P036 AAAAAAAAAA 5 
Modification Methylase 
1709051 LLADCHIB (Adenine-Specific Lactococcus lactis 0 .9998 2 4 0 
P037 ACCGACCCGA Methyltransferase LLADCHIB) 5 
P038 ATTACGAGCG 5 
P039 CCTTGATTAA Unknown “ ^ 5 
Tirv/iA 6318633 Cytochrome b Melanogrammus 
P040 CGATATGCCC aeglefinus 5 
P041 CTTGTACTGT 602930 Transposase Haematobia irritans ~ ~ ^ ^ 5 
I ‘ ‘ " " “ “ ‘ “ ‘ • • _ ‘ • • • • • • I I I , 丨 -- - -- • .. • 
P042 GATGGATCTA Unknown | foO 5 
P043 GCAGTAGAAG 2492654 Acyl carrier protein (ACP) Oceanospirillum linum ^ ^ 5 
P044 GGCTTCCTGT 1708220 Hemolysin III homolog Bacillus subtilis 0 .9996 5 
P045 GGTCGTGTTA 422233 Ribosomal protein L17.e, cytosolic Neurospora crassa 8.00E-27 ^ 5 
P046 GTTCAGGTCA 5835424 ATP synthase FO subunit 6 Cepaea nemoralis ~ ~ ^ 5 ~ ~ 
P047 GTTGATCCTT 5 
P048 TTGTGTCATT 5 ~ ~ 
P049 ATGGTTGAAT 4 
P050 AACCATAAAC 4 ‘ 
Cory ne bacterium 
DAC1 6714541 ORFl 0 5 187 
P051 ACAAGAAAGC glutamicum 4 
丨 P052 ACGACGCGCG ‘ 4 
i P053 ACGTGGAAAC Unknown 4 
P054 AGAATCACGG 11182471 N A D H dehydrogenase subunit 4L Triatoma dimidiata 0 5 3 4 
P055 AGAGACGTCG “ 4 
1……，C C R 4 - N O T transcription complex, — 




Table 3.13. continued 
GLGI ^^ ^ Assession “ 
code S A G E Tags ^ � Identification Source p value no 
P057 CCACGCTCCT “ ^ 
432567 ml- tox in=ml muscarinic receptor Dendroaspis "‘ 
P058 CCATCTCTGA specific antagonist angusticeps 196 ^ 
A J II • Schizosaccharomyces 
PQ59 CCCGAAGATG 6 _ 2 3 4 A d e n o s y l h o m o c y s t隨 s e 尸哪知 l.OOE-35 7 6 4 ^ 
P060 CCCGATGGTT 
P061 CTATCTCCGA 5870886 Oocyte maturation factor Oedura tryoni 1 4 2 4 
P062 CTCGAAGCCG 4 
Possible translationally controlled 
P063 GACCCTGACG tumor protein homolog LeishmaNla major 0.45 188 ^ 
P064 GCACGATGGG Unknown ^ 4 
P065 TAATTTAAAT — 4 
P066 TACGCGTATA 4 
P067 TCGTTAATGG 4 
P068 TTTGAGAATG 4 
P069 ATCACATTTT Unknown 1 1 2 3 
P070 ACGTCTGCAG Unknown — 3 
P071 GGAAGAATGC 3 
P072 TAGAGCTAAT 3 
Sensor kinase of two-component 
1666498 Wolinella succino^enes 0.3 2 8 3 
P073 CCGTTCTGGA regulator system ^ 3 
P074 AAGATTGAGA 167556 Extensin Daucus carota 0.94 4 4 0 3 
P075 AATCTTGTAT Unknown 3 
P076 AATGTACGTT 558482 AcfB Vibrio cholerae 0.92 3 
P077 ACACTTTCCT 11282484 Glycoprotein [imported] Human herpesvirus 6 0.82 ~ ~ f ^ 3 
10717009 Aspartate semialdehyde YersiNla 
P078 ACAGGAGAGA dehydrogenase pseudotuberculosis 1 2 6 8 3 
cnn …1 Tmi Foot-and-mouth n一 5091453 VPl 0 99 101 
P079 AGGCTACGGA disease virus 3 
P080 AGGTTGTTGG Unknown ^ ~ ~ 3 
P081 ATCTGAGCGT Unknown ^ 3 
P082 ATGAGAGGAA 3 
P083 ATGGACTCTA Unknown 120 3 
n八… 462611 Flagellar Biosynthetic protein FLIO Flagellar Biosynthetic 
P084 ATTGCCTCCC ^ Proetin Mopd . 3 
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Table 3.11. continued 
G L G I � • …T Assession Ir^n^l 
code S A G E Tags ^^^ Identification Source p value ~ „o 
P085 ATTTGGAAAG 7542364 N A D H dehydrogenase subunit 3 P a g u r u s longicarpus ^ 112 T~ 
„ 吣 9626606 Putative E6 0 R F Human papillomavirus ~ 
P086 CACCCTAAGG type 63 3 
Mating-type specific homeodomain “ 
P087 CACGGCTTGC ^^^^^^^ protein Mollisia yallundae 0 .99 3 9 6 3 
P088 CAGATCAGGC 3 
Cryptococcus 
57227955 Putative phytase neoformans var. le-09 620 
P089 CAGTGAGTGC — neoformans JEC21 3 
P090 CATACGTGAA 3 
P091 CCAAAAAAAA 3 
P092 CCATTACTCG 642043 S7-RNase Mains x domestica 1 19 3 
P093 CCGCCTTGCT ~ 3 
P094 CCGTTCTGGA Unknown ^ 3 ~ 
P095 CGAAAGGTGG 3 
P096 CGCAACGTGT 3 
Cryptococcus ^^^^ 
57223976 Putat ive endopept idase neoformans var. • 4 4 2 
P097 CGCCCGGGTC neoformans JEC21 3 
P098 CTATCGACCC 3 ~ ~ 
P099 CTTGTTACAT 3 
PlOO CTTGTTACGT 3 
PlOl CTTTTTTCGT Unknown ^ 3 
P102 GAATTCCTCG Unknown ^ 3 
P103 CTTTTTTCGT 3 
P104 GAATTCCTCG 3 ~ ~ 
Putative defender against cell death Cryptococcus 
57222961 neoformans var. 7e-19 426 
… � 1 (dad-l) 
P105 CTTTTTTCGT neoformans JEC21 3 
…AA 156990 Segmentation protein PRD 4 Drosophila 
P108 GCGCAAGCCA melanogaster 3 
P109 GCTCGAACAC 3 ~ ~ 
Pl lO GGTCGTCCAA 477532 Motch B protein Mouse 0.97 ^ 3 
P i l l GTATTATGAT 3 ~ 
PI 12 GTGTAGCATA 3 ~ ~ 
L  
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Table 3.13. continued 
GLGI …一… Assession [Z 
code S A G E Tags ^^^ Identification Source p value no 
PI 13 GTTCCGAAAC 8347354 “ Integrase Oryza officinalis 1 m V 
n i i j ’ m … 一 … 7 3 0 6 3 7 40S ribosomal protein SI 8 Drosophila 90E-22 2 6 2 
p m GTTCTTGAGC ^ melanogaster ^ ^ 3 
P115 GTTTCCCTAG 7500820 Hypothetical protein F38H12.5 Caenorhabditis elegans o ] ^ 
P116 GTTTTTTGGA 3 
PI 17 TAACAGTAAG 3 
P118 TAAGGAGCTG ~ 3 
PI 19 TACAGAATCG 3 
PI 20 TACATACATA 3 
P121 TACTTGAGCA 3 
P122 TATCCTGTAC “ 3 " " “ 
P123 TCCAAGTCAC 557073 Chlorobenzene dioxygenase Pseudomonas sp. 0 .99 f ^ 3 
P124 TCCGCCGGTG “ 3 
P125 TCGACCAGCT 5931948 Allergen Arachis hypogaea 2^5 3 
P126 TCGATCAAGT 3 
P127 TCGCTCGCCG 3 
P128 TCTACGGCGG 3 
P129 TGAACAGAGG 3 
P130 TGCATTACCA 3 “ 
P131 TGGTGGTAAT 3 
P132 TGTAAATAAC 3 
P133 TGTTCGGTTG 1808599 C2L Cowpox virus ^ \ f i 3 
P134 TGTTGACGGC 3 ~ 
P135 TTACTTGAGT 3 
P136 TTATGCGGTT 3 
1CA”�’ 力 Acetohydroxyacid Filobasidiella 
n i ” 15077834 4e-14 3 1 6 
"137 TTCAACAACT reductoisomerase neoformans 3 
P138 TTCGGCAAGG 84611 Ubiquinol-cytochrome-c reductase Artemia sp. ~ 2 0 0 3 
P139 TTCTCTTTGT 3 
Metallocarboxypeptidase inhibitor “ 
DIM 6016536 Hirudo medicinalis 0.94 4 3 6 P140 TTGTCGGTGA precursor 3 
— — 
Remark: Copy numbers were directly proportional to the abundance of the SAGE 
tags. 
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Table 3,14. Summary of GLGI analysis. 
COPY No. of No. of SAGE (%) of SAGE No. of tegs (%) of tags No. of % of tags 
NO SAGE tags 切供 used tags used with single with single tags identified  
for GLGI for GLGI band band identified 
8 3 1 0 0% 0 - - -
3 0 1 1 100% 0 0.0% - -
2 9 1 1 100% 1 100.0% - 一 
2 4 1 0 0% 0 . 
22 1 0 0% 0 . 
18 1 1 100% 1 100.0% - -
16 4 2 50% 2 100.0% - -
15 1 0 0% 0 -
12 4 3 ^ 1 33.3% 1 100.0% 
11 2 2 100% 2 100.0% - . 
10 4 3 75% 1 33.3% - -
9 2 1 50% 0 0.0% - -
8 9 6 67% 2 33.3% 1 50.0% 
7 7 5 71% 5 100.0% 1 20.0% 
6 U 9 64% 5 55.6% 1 20.0% 
5 22 14 64% 9 64.3% 1 11.1% 
4 ^ ^ 61% 9 45.0% 2 22.2% 
3 87 70 80% 35 50.0% 4 11.4% 
Total 195 138 71% 73 52.9% 11 15.1% 
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3.2.4 Results (5’ GLGI Analysis) 
3.2.4.1 5' extension of GLGI products 
12 of the GLGI products were chosen for use in the 5，GLGI method, to extend 
its 5' end sequences. As the unique antisense primers were designed from the GLGI 
products, the Tm of these primers were not easily standardized. Based on the different 
Tm of 12 primers, some adjustments of annealing temperature in the PCR was needed. 
After 7 trials of 5' GLGI PCR (shown in table 3.15), 10 out of 12 samples obtained 
the single band in the result of agarose gel electrophoresis (shown in Figs 3.14-3.20). 
The trial used the general PCR, with a touchdown procedure from 55�C to 50�C. 
Compared with the Two-Step PCR method, it is difficult to get reasonable results with 
the general PCR, due to the low copy number of target mRNA. 
An interesting observation that appeared in the results of the agarose gel 
electrophoresis was a common band, 700bp in size usually appears in each 5，GLGI 
sample (as shown in Figs. 3.18-3.20). However, this common band did not affect the 
sequencing results of all 5' GLGI samples. Hence, the purification or removal steps 
for these common bands were not required. 
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Table 3.15. Summary of annealing temperature 1 and 2 adjustments in 5, GLGI PCR. 
Step 1 PCR Step 2 PCR 
. Annealing Annealing 
Trial No. of cycles No. of cycle 
Temperature 1 (�C). Temperature 2 (�C) 
0 Tounchdown Method from 55 to 50 ^ 
1st 58 To 55 ^ 
2nd 55 15 52 ^ 
3rd 55 15 52 ^ 
4th 57 15 54 ^ 
5th 58 ^ 56 ^ 
6th 58 ^ 57 ^ 
I ； ？ 
f - r . 
... 
_ ^ ；‘ I 
I 
h； ： •• • . . . . 
严广“ :: 
器 铺 碗 母 : ? : : ' . ' . . ： . 
丨 w 
rtii l i i i i b i M i i 
Fig. 3.14. Gel eletrophoresis of the 0 trial 5, GLGI PCR. The samples identified from 
left to right are 100 base pair DNA ladder, P002, POOS, P012, P022, P024, P027, P028, 
P030, P037, P041，P043 and P046. 
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Fig. 3.15. Gel eletrophoresis of the 1st trial 5, GLGI PCR. The samples identified 
from left to right are 100 base pair DNA ladder, P002, P003, P012, P022, P024, P027, 
P028, P030, P037, P041, P043 and P046. 
P041 P043 
Fig. 3.16. Gel eletrophoresis of the 2nd trial 5' GLGI PCR. The samples identified 
from left to right are 100 base pair DNA ladder, P002, P003, P012, P022, P024, P027, 
P028, P030, P037, P041, P043 and P046. In this trial, sample P041 and P043 were 
getting a single band that could be used for further analysis. 
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P002 P003 P027 
I I I 
Fig. 3.17. Gel eletrophoresis of the 
3rd trial 5, GLGI PCR. The samples 
identified from left to right are 100 
base pair DNA ladder, P002, POOS, 
P012, P022, P024, P027, P028, P030, 
P037, P046 and 100 base pair DNA 
ladder. In this trial, sample P002, 
POOS and P027 were getting a single 
band that could be used for further 
analysis. 
P030 
Fig. 3.18. Gel eletrophoresis of the 
^ H _ 4th trial 5' GLGI PCR. The samples 
^ ^ H ^ ^ identified from left to right are 100 
y 1 base pair DNA ladder, P012, P022, 
J ]l ^ 
- I f ^ P024, P028, P030, P037 and P046. In 
1 隱 this trial, the 700bp common bands 
I 1 R appeared but this band wouldn't 
• 1 , 
^ ^ affect the further analysis. Sample 
P030 was getting a single band that 




Fig. 3.19. Gcl cletrophoresis of 
^ ^ ^ ^ B B m S K m ^ ^ ^ the 5th trial 5' GLGI PCR. The 
• H H H H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ H H B ^ ' ' samples identified from left to 
: right are 100 base pair DNA 
- A • 
Common ; 5 � 4 
band = - : - . J ladder, P012, P022, P024, P028, 
. ^ P037，P046 and 100 base pair 
i| . DNA ladder. In this trial, the 
" - - ^ ^ ^ P B I B 700bp common bands still 
J H H j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ , � i i i L ^ J I appeared but this band wouldn't 
affect the further analysis. Sample P024 was getting a single band that could be 
used for further analysis. 
P012 P022 P046 
Fig. 3.20. Gel eletrophoresis of the 
6th trial 5’ GLGI PCR. The samples 
identified from left to right are 100 
base pair DNA ladder, P012, P022, 
P028, P037, P046 and 100 base pair 
DNA ladder. In this trial, the 700bp 
common bands still appeared but this 
band wouldn't affect the further 
analysis. Sample P012, P022 and 
P046 were getting a single band that could be used for further analysis. 
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3.2.4.2 Sequencing of 5’ GLGI PCR products 
Except P028 and P037, all of the 5, GLGI samples were extended successfully 
into longer sequences. The sequence sizes were extended from 98-848 base pairs to 
406-1480 base pairs (Table 3.16). The longer sequences increased the chance to match 
the target gene with gene bank databases. 3 of the 5' GLGI products were highly 
matched with Cryptococcus neoformans and 1 of the 5, GLGI products was highly 
matched with Lentinula edodes (Table 3.17). This result is highly related to fungi such 
as Cryptococcus neoformans and even Lentinula edodes, which acts as evidence to 
confirm that the GLGI products and the 5, GLGI products are derived from Lentinula 
edodes. 
All sequences of the 5, GLGI products could be matched with the sequences of 
its corresponding SAGE tag and part of the 5, end sequence of GLGI products (as 
shown in Figs. 3.21-3.30). 
According to Table 3.18, about 83.3% of the 5, GLGI candidates were extended 
and sequenced. Half of the 5’ GLGI products can be identified. This shows that the 5' 






102 GGCGAACGCATCAACAGCAAACCATTAATTGTGCCGTTTGCAACAACGAT 广 0 
52 CGTACACGCGGTGGTATTGGATTACCCTGACAACATCAATCACTTGCTAT 100 





ATATCTCACCCAAGAGGTATAC-(PolyA Tail) 372 
Fig. 3.21. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product of sample P002 (572bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5' GLGI 






152 GCATGACATCTTGGGCTCTGTTGGGTACCTTTCCTACATTCATTGGAACA 10 
102 AGCCCACTTGGGACAGACGCGTCGTATCTGCAATTTCTGTCGGACTCTTT 60 
52 ATCCCTGTGGGGAAGTGAAGGTGCACTCGCAGAGCGATATCGAGCAACGC 110 
2 ATCATTGAGTAAATTATGTATATGTGTAAACACGCCAGTAGTACTTTATT 160 
ATCATCCCAGGTTGTAGTAATAAAAGCCCCTCCTTGCTCTC-(PolyATail) 201 
Fig. 3.22. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product of sample POOS (491 bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5’ GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5，GLGI 







83 AGATTTGCATGTTTCTGAAACTCATGGAACTGCACGGGGAGTGAGGGATG 7 
33 AAAAGGTACCAAAATTGCGAAAGACTTCAATGGAGCCTGAAGTTTTGGAA 57 
TCTGTATGAATGGCTTAGTTCTATGTACTACTCTTATGCTACTACTTTCC 107 
CATCTATATGAGCAAGCCATTATCATCACGGACGT-(PolyATail) 142 
Fig. 3.23. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product of sample P012 (435bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5' GLGI 





34 GTGCAATATGAATCGGTTCCTTTATAACCTTTCTATTCCGCGCCACAGCG 48 
ATGATGCGTTACTCAAGGTCATATCAGTCAGGGCAAAATATACTCAAAAG 98 
AAGATTTTATAGTCCCAC-(PolyA Tail) 116 
Fig. 3.24. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product of sample P024 (318bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5' GLGI 














235 AAATCATGAAGCGTCTGGGCACTCGTGTCAACTTGATTCCTGTCGTTGCA 18 
185 AAGGCGGACAcTTTGACCCAGAATGATTTATTCTTGTTCAAGCAACGTAT 68 
135 TCGAGATGTCATTCAAGCTCAAGGTATCCGTATCTATACCCCTCCTATTG 118 
85 AGGCTGACGATGAGGGTGCCGACCACGCCCGCGTATTGACCGAGGCGAT 168 













TTGGAAAATATACTCGTTGTTGACAGTGTT-(PolyA Tail) 848 
Fig. 3.25. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product of sample P022 (1480bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5' GLGI 







171 GCCACGCGCTACACAGTGCGTATCACGTGACGATCAAATAGATCAGGTGA 11 
121 CGATCAAATACAATTCCGCTCTTCCTCAACAGTGGATCACCGATGCCCTT 61 
71 AAATCTTCGTATTGGCTCCACGACCCCCACATTCACTCCGGACGCGAAGC 111 
21 AGAAGGGTGCTGAGAGCCGAAATAGCGTTGAAAGATCCTAATGGCCACAA 161 
GTCCACAAAGAAAAAGAACCTGAAGCTCAAGGTTACTGCTATGTACTATG 211 
CACCGACTTAACCTCAGCGTATCGTAGAAAGCTCTTTGTAATGATAATGA 261 
ATAACCAAACGTGTTGAAC-(PolyA Tail) 280 
Fig. 3.26. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5, GLGI 
product of sample P027 (569bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5’ GLGI 






70 TACATCGTTTTGCACCACATCCATGGTCATTGTGAATTCAGAACCGGGAG rz 
20 AGTACACGCGTCGAAATCATCCAAGTAGGCTTGTCTTGCAGAGCTGTTGT 62 
ATCGCATTGTCACTGTTGTCTACGAAATACTTAGAAATGGAATGGATATA 112 
GTTCCC-(PolyATail) 118 
Fig. 3.27. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product of sample P030 (406bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5’ GLGI 








86 ATGCATACGAAGGACTGGCTCATGCTTGTACTGTGTTGTCGGTCGGTGAT 14 
36 AAATCGTAGGGATCGATGTTCGTTGGGICTGGTATGAGTAAATACTCATA 64 
AACCATAAACCAAATGAATTGCCCGATTTATTGC-(PolyATail) 98 
Fig. 3.28. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product of sample P041 (434bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green coloi is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5’ GLGI 







177 AGACAGTTTGGATGCTGTTGAGGTGGTCATGGCAGTAGAAGAGCAGl TTG 
127 CGATTGAAATACCGGATGCAGAAGCAGACGAAATTCAAACTAGTGCAACA C, 
77 AGCTATCGACTACGTTGCCTAAAACATCCCGAAGCTCACTAAAATGCCCT 107 






Fig. 3.29. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5，GLGI 
product of sample P043 (722bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5' GLGI 


























GAATTCTGAAATACAGTATATCCCGTTCC-(PolyA Tail) 220 
Fig. 3.30. Finalized nucleotides sequence with both GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product of sample P046 (l,229bp). 
(Sequence with red color is 5' GLGI product; Sequence with black color is SAGE 
tag; Sequence with green color is overlapping part of GLGI product and 5' GLGI 
product; Sequence with blue color is GLGI product.) 
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GLGI code SAGE TAG Copy no. (GLGI product + 
(GLGI product) 
5，GLGI product) 
P002 ATGGGGCATA ^ ^ ^ 
P003 ACATCTTGGG 18 ^ 
P012 GAACTGCACG 10 
P022 AAGCGTCTGG““ 7 848 " " “ — 
P024 CTTCTGTACT 7 U S JIG 
P027 AACAAGCCAG 6 
P028 AGGAAGCCCG 6 ； 
P030 GTCATTGTGA 6 US ^ 
P037 ACCGACCCGA 5 ^ I 
P 0 4 1 CTTGTACTGT 5 ^ ^ 
P043 GCAGTAGAAG 5 ^ ^ 
P046 GTTCAGGTCA 5 ^ 
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Table 3.17. Overall summary of the results of sequencing data of 5，GLGI. 
GLGI c a g f t a p Asscssion , ~ ‘ I Sequence I Copy I 
code i AG Identification p value Source 
灿* size no. 
P002 ATGGGGCATA 4502773 Carboxyl ester ^ ^^^ Homo sapiens 572 29 
hpase-like 
Cryptococcus 








P022 AAGCGTCTGG 57225764 eytddnesis_rdated neoformans van ! 彻 ？ 
protein neoformans 
JEC21 
P024 CTTCTGTACT 12580697Hypothetical p ro t e in0 .9992 Guillardia theta T~ 
P027 AACAAGCCAG 9628224 pHlOSR 0.069 African swine ^^^ 6 
fever virus 
P028 AGGAAGCCCG Refer to GLGI Results ： 厂 
AAA A Metallothionein-like Lvcopersicon 
P030 GTCATTGTGA 1122419 . T-OOE"^ ^ 口 406 6 
Protein esculentum 
P037 ACCGACCCGA Refer to GLGI Results : 5 
Homeodomain protein 
P041 CTTGTACTGT 7689275 0.850 Xenopus laevis 434 5 
dbx 
Cryptococcus 
P 0 4 3 GCAGTAGAAG 5 7 2 2 6 3 4 4 P _ i v e acyl carrier ^ neoformans var 也 ^ 
protein (acp) neoformans 
JEC21 
ATP synthase FO Cevaea 
P046 GTTCAGGTCA 5835424 0.630 叩 1229 5 




Table 3.18. Statistic data of 5, GLGI analysis. 
No. ofSAGE|(%) ofSAGEl No. of tags (%) of lags 
No. of GLGI No. of tags is % of teas is 
COPY NO tags used for tags used for obtains obtains 
products identified identified 
5 GLGI 5 GLGI single band single band 
2 9 1 1 100% 1 100.0% 0 0.0% 
18 1 1 100% 1 100.0% 1 100.0% 
10 1 1 100% 1 100.0% 1 100.0% 
7 5 2 40% 2 100.0% 1 50.0% 
6 5 3 60% 2 66.7% 1 50.0% 
5 9 4 44.5% 3 75% 1 33.3% 
Total 22 12 45.5% 10 83.3% 5 50.0% 
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3.3 Discussions and Conclusions 
3.3.1 GLGI amplification of the target template 
There are three types of results for the GLGI PCR (Table 3.10)，including single 
band (52.90%), more than one band (15.22%), and no band (31.89%) shown in the gel 
electrophoresis. 
The ideal result is surely to obtain a single band that can represent the unique 
target of the GLGI products. If the PCR condition was optimized and the SAGE tag 
sequence was unique, to match a single target cDNA, only a single band of GLGI 
product would appear. 
If the PCR condition was not optimized, some non-target cDNA with part of a 
similar sequence to the SAGE tag sequence would also be amplified, then more than 
% 
one band would appear. Moreover, if the SAGE tag sequence was shared with two or 
more different target cDNAs, two or more bands would also appear. 
In the first case, the PCR condition is adjusted continuously, such as increasing 
the annealing temperature or increasing the concentration of MgS04 in the PCR 
mixture until only a single band appears. The target SAGE tag sequence must have 
some differences with its similar sequence in non-targeted cDNA, to decrease the 
chance of annealing between the primer and cDNA，this can greatly reduce the 
incorrect amplification of non-targeted cDNA. 
In the second case, if many PCR conditions are applied, and still a single band 
cannot be obtained, then this SAGE tag sequence may be shared with two or more 
different targeted cDNA. In this case, the DNA cloning or gel purification can be used 
to separate all bands for further confirmation. 
The third case of GLGI PCR is that no band is amplified. The cause of this may 
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be the low copy number of target cDNA in the whole cDNA pool, or that the PCR 
condition is too tight to obtain the PCR products. 
For the second case, the adjustment of the PCR condition can improve the 
results of the GLGI PCR. However, the first case may be improved by the PCR 
amplification of the total cDNA, by increasing the copy number of whole cDNA. 
Unfortunately, in some cases，although the total copy number of the whole cDNA 
sample is increased, the portion of targeted cDNA in the amplified cDNA is still very 
low. Therefore, the new approach, Two-Step PCR method used in the 5' GLGI method 
can be used to improve this problem and this method is described in chapter 3.1.3 and 
discussed in chapter 3.4.2. 
According to the GLGI procedure (described in Fig. 3.1)，two steps of GLGI 
(PCR amplification of cDNA and DNA cloning) were skipped. The PCR 
amplification of cDNA aims to increase the cDNA amount for the GLGI PCR used, 
that can increase the efficiency to obtain the GLGI products. However, if the amount 
of cDNA samples are enough, or the Two-Step PCR method can get a single GLGI 
product from each SAGE tag primer, this step is the optional choice. 
DNA cloning aims to better get the single GLGI product through screening the 
individual clones. Then, the sequencing data is obtained with clear signals. Although 
the direct sequencing analysis without going through the DNA cloning step obtains 
less clear signals, most of these signals are clear enough to determine the final 
sequencing results. Furthermore, by skipping DNA cloning, much of the costs and 
manpower such as for ligation, the cloning step, inoculation, and the screening steps 
can be reduced. 
Although two steps of the GLGI method were skipped, the efficiency of the 
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GLGI method was still reasonable. Over 50% of the GLGI samples (73 out of 138 
samples) could obtained a single band for sequencing analysis. The two or more 
bands could use the DNA cloning method to separate the different bands for 
sequencing analysis. In addition, the GLGI samples with no band results could use the 
Two-Step PCR to get its GLGI products for sequencing analysis. Compared with the 
original approach of GLGI, this approach could be achieved in a shorter amount of 
time and saved costs and manpower. 
Using the original GLGI method, the results of sequencing analysis could obtain 
the SAGE tag sequence by PCR amplification using the vector screening primer. 
Therefore, the whole sequencing of GLGI products could be sequenced. Due to the 
presence of the SAGE tag sequence in the sequencing data, the confirmation of the 
GLGI analysis could be done. However, in this study, the DNA cloning step was 
skipped and no vector screening primer was used, but a unique SAGE tag sequence 
was used for sequencing analysis. The SAGE tag sequence was not present in the 
sequencing data and the confirmation could not be conducted. This problem can be 
solved by using the 5’ GLGI method, as the 5，GLGI products must contain the SAGE 
tag sequence. Also, most of the GLGI products are very small, which means that the 
5，GLGI method is usually the essential step for getting longer sequences for 
identification and the GLGI confirmation can be conducted at the same time. 
For the sequencing analysis of the GLGI products, the sequenced GLGI 
products were 12% shorter than 99 base pairs，36% between 100 to 300 base pairs, 
41% between 301-500 base pairs, and 10% longer than 500 base pairs (as shown in 
Table 3.12). The size range of all the GLGI products is from 42 to 848 base pairs. 
These sequencing results were identified with the Blastx databases and only 15.1% (as 
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shown in Table 3.15) of the GLGI products were matched with some identified genes. 
This may be caused by the short GLGI product sequences and the size range of most 
of the unknown GLGI product sequences is around 50-300 base pairs. Then, the 5' 
GLGI method is required for extension of the GLGI products for identification. 
3.3.2 5' extension of GLGI products 
In this study, 12 GLGI products were chosen for development using the method 
of 5，extension of the GLGI products. For the results ofthe5' GLGI method, 10 out of 
12 (83.3%) of the GLGI products could be extended and sequenced. Also, 50% of 
sequenced 5' GLGI products were matched with some identified genes using the 
Blastx databases. In each 5，GLGI product sequence, the corresponding SAGE tag 
sequence and part of the GLGI product sequence were found. These results showed 
that this 5’ GLGI method was successfiilly performed and could extend the GLGI 
product into a longer sequence. 
The remainder of the GLGI products failed to extend into 5' GLGI products. 
This may have been due to their low copy number in total cDNA, which causes none 
of the 5' GLGI products to be amplified. Moreover, the unique primer for the 5' GLGI 
method is not specific enough, causing multiple bands to be amplified. However, in 
the study, the percentage of failed cases was quite low, and these cases could be 
improved by the increase of cDNA templates, use of the Two-Step PCR method, and 
the change of the primer. 
In this 5，GLGI method, some common bands usually appeared in many trials of 
gel electrophoresis. These bands were disregarded to continue the analysis, through 
DNA purification and sequencing analysis. Although the reason for the presence of 
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this common band is still unknown, the results showed that this common band would 
not affect the data of sequencing analysis. 
Finally，the finalized sequences could be obtained by a combination of the GLGI 
product sequence and the 5，GLGI product sequence. The final results of 10 GLGI 
products (as shown in Figs 3.21-3.300). All of the finalized sequences must contain 
several parts including an individual sequence of the 5，GLGI product with the SAGE 
tag，a common sequence with both the GLGI and the 5’ GLGI products, and an 
individual sequence of the GLGI product, otherwise, the finalized sequence will be 
incorrect. 
3.3.3 Two-Steps PCR Method 
In the development of the 5' GLGI method, some targeted cDNAs with very low 
copy numbers in the total cDNA were very difficult to amplify. This was because the 
universal primer was used and amplified other non-targeted cDNAs. Finally, the PCR 
products could not contain enough of the targeted 5，GLGI products for the analysis. 
According to the idea of the asymmetric PCR method, single primer used in 
PCR can also amplify single-stranded DNA products. I tried to apply this concept in 
the 5' GLGI method to improve this problem. The Two-Step PCR method is described 
in detail in Fig. 3.4. After the application of this method, the portion of targeted 5' 
GLGI products in the final PCR mixture greatly increased and was even over the 
non-targeted side products. 
This method can also be used for many PCRs, using a universal primer and a 
unique primer. For example, GLGI amplification can apply this method to improve its 
efficiency and increase its successful cases, because the results of the GLGI analysis 
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in this study showed that some GLGI samples could not be amplified. In these cases, 
the reason may be a too low copy number of targeted cDNA in the total cDNA, then 
the amount of targeted 5' GLGI products would not be enough to give out a clear 
results. Therefore, the Two-Step PCR method is very useful in these cases. 
The main problem of the Two-Step PCR method may be that it involves too 
many PCR cycles. Some PCR artifacts may appear to affect the results of gel 
electrophoresis. Therefore, before using the Two-Step PCR method, the optimization 
of the PCR method and minimization of the PCR cycles are needed to perform the 
study in the best conditions. To conclude, the Two-Step PCR method can be applied to 
improve and optimize the results of many PCR methods. 
3.3.4 Sequencing results of GLGI method and 5' GLGI method 
For the GLGI method, 11 identified sequences were obtained from 138 
unknown SAGE tags. 4 out of 11 identified sequences are interesting enough for 
further discussion. They are P056, which is similar to CCR4-NOT transcription 
complex (subunit 8) from Homo sapiens, P059, which is similar to 
adenosylhomocysteinase from Schizosaccharomyces pombe, P089，which is similar to 
phytase from Cryptococcus neoformans, and PI 37， which is similar to 
acetohydroxyacid reductoisomerase from Filobasidiella neoformans. 
For the 5' GLGI method, 5 identified sequences were obtained from 12 
unknown SAGE tags. 2 out of 5 identified sequences are interesting enough for 
further discussion. They are P022，which is similar to cytokinesis-related protein from 
Cryptococcus neoformans and P043, which is similar to acyl carrier protein from 
Cryptococcus neoformans. 
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In yeast, CCR4-N0T transcription complex is involved in global regulatory of 
gene expression (Collart, 2003). This complex also has ubiquitin-protein ligase 
activity and cellular mRNA deadenylase activity (Haas et al.，2004). The cellular 
mRNA deadenylase activity is mainly related to the RNA degradation. Moreover, this 
complex not only regulates transcription and transcript turnover, but also, it has been 
linked to DNA damage responses (Traven et al” 2004). For the fruiting body 
development, a large amount of gene expression occurs, CCR4-N0T transcription 
complex is one of the important genes for regulating the gene expression process. 
S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine hydrolase functions to remove 
S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine (AdoHcy), to form adenosine and homocysteine (Wu et 
al” 2005). As this reaction is reversible, an increase of the level of homocysteine may 
induce the formation of AdoHcy. AdoHcy is a strong competitive inhibitor of the 
S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet) dependent methyltransferases, and AdoMet is the 
major methyl group donor, for numerous methyltransferase reactions (Tehlivets et al., 
2004). Hence, S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine hydrolase plays an important role in 
controlling the methylation potential of the cell. 
Phytase is a class of phosphatase, for catalyzing the sequential hydrolysis of 
phytate, which is the principal storage form of phosphorus, inositol, and a variety of 
minerals (Oh et al.，2004). This enzyme is widely present in many organisms such as 
bacteria, yeast and fungi (Lei and Porres, 2003). This enzyme is very popular in 
animal feedstuff, because monogastric animals such as pigs, poultry and fish do not 
have phytase to metabolize phytate. According to the function of phytase, this enzyme 
can help organisms to break down phytate into phosphorus, inositol, and a variety of 
minerals as their nutrients. 
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Acetohydroxyacid isomeroreductase is an enzyme involved in the pantothenate 
biosynthetic pathway for synthesis of branched-chained amino acids such as valine, 
leucine and isoleucine (Merkamm et al., 2003). This reaction involves two steps. The 
first is an alkyl group in the acetohydroxybutyrate transferring from the central C2 to 
distal C3. The second is that the O atom in C2 is reduced to a hydroxy 1 by an 
NADPH-dependent reaction (Thomazeau et al., 2000). 
Cytokinesis-related proteins such as Ste20 a，Ste20a and Pakl in Cryptococcus 
neoformans (Wang et al.，2002) are very important for cell division. Ste20 a，Ste20a 
or Pakl mutants exhibit cytokinesis defects, and elongate their cell but fail to separate. 
Acyl carrier protein (ACP) is identified as a small, heat-stable protein and is 
modified with a phosphopantetheine prothetic group linked covalently to a serine 
hydroxyl. ACP is the primary structure of the fatty acid synthase component involved 
in the biosynthesis of fatty acids. For example, animal fatty acid synthase contains 
several components such as ACP, -ketoacyl reductase, dehydrase, enoyl reductase, 
thioesterase, yS -ketoacyl synthase, and malonyl-Zacetyl- transferase (Smith et al, 
2003). 
The aim of this study was to identify the highly expressed gene in the 
primodium stage of Lentinula edodes. The results of the GLGI and the 5，GLGI 
method identified some genes (such as CCR4-N0T transcription complex, 
adenosylhomocysteinase, phytase, acetohydroxyacid reductoisomerase, 
cytokinesis-related protein and acetohydroxyacid reductoisomerase). These genes' 
functions seem to provide a suitable condition for the fruiting body development. 
Based on this information, we can understand more about what mechanisms are 
involved in the fruiting body development. A detailed discussion is given in Chapter 5. 
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3.2.4.2 Sequencing of 5' GLGI PCR products 
Except P028 and P037，all of the 5，GLGI samples were extended successfuUy 
into longer sequences. The sequence sizes were extended from 98-848 base pairs to 
406-1480 base pairs (Table 3,16). The longer sequences increased the chance to match 
^ 鄉 e t gene witfi gene bank databases. 3 of the 5, GLGI products were highly 
matched with Cryptococcus neoformam and 1 of the 5，GLGI products was highly 
matched witii Lentinula edodes (Table 3.17). This result is highly related to fiingi such 
as Cryptococcus neoformam and even Lentinula edodes, which acts as evidence to 
confirm that the GLGI products and the 5，GLGI products are derived from Lentinula 
edodes. 
All sequences of the 5' GLGIep^QjfoQts could be matched with the sequences of 
shown in Figs. 3.21-3.30). 
According to Table 3.18, about 83.3% of the 5' GLGI candidates were extended 
and sequenced. Half of the 5, GLGI products can be identified. This shows that the 5' 
GLGI method can be used as a further study of the GLGI method. 
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Chapter 4 Identification of Unknown EST Using PCR Method 
4.1 Introduction 
1299 EST sequences，representing 672 unique genes, were cloned in our 
laboratory (W. L. Ng, T. P. Ng，X. L. Bian and H. Y. Chow). These 672 ESTs were 
obtained and highly expressed in Lentinula edodes primodia. Hence, these ESTs are 
very important in describing the information about Lentinula edodes mycelial fruiting, 
to form primodia and then develop its fruiting body. To identify all 672 ESTs is an 
important way to reach this target. 
From 672 unique sequences, 66 are still unknown because the lengths of these 
sequences were not long enough to be identified. Hence，the target of this part of the 
study was to extend the sequences of these unknown EST and then to identify the 
ESTs. 
The vector with targeted cDNA, which represents an unknown EST was 
amplified by PCR using T3 and T7 screening primers, and then sequenced. This study 
is quite simple, but the unknown ESTs may be very important for further studies if 
they are represent to specific useful genes and functions. 
4.2 Methods and Materials 
4.2.1 Extension of 5，end of EST sequence by PCR method 
From the previous study, 66 ESTs were identified as unknown (shown in table 
4.2) due to too short in sequence size. These unknown ESTs would be amplified and 
sequenced from the 5，end sequence to get longer sequence information for 
identification again. 
PCR was the main method used in this part of study. T3 and T7 were used as a 
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pair of primer for PCR amplification of the vector containing the target EST 
sequences. Before miming the PCR reaction, the PCR mixture was prepared with 
using several components shown in table 4.1. 
Table 4.1. Components of PCR reaction mixture for EST extension 
Components for PCR reaction mixture l i 
10 X PCR buffer 
MgCl2 (50 mM) 
dNTPs (10 mM) 
Platinum Taq (5 units/jal) 0.3|LII 
T3 (50 ng/^1) n ^ d 
T7 (50 ng/^1) IT^a 
Sample DNA 0.2^1 
Double Diluted H2O 20.0fxl 
TOTAL VOLUME ^ 
The PCR amplification was performed in thermal cycler. The reaction condition 
for PCR is shown as the following: 
94�C 2 minutes 
— 
94°C 30 seconds 
55�C 50 seconds 30 cycles 
72°C 50 s e c o n d s � 
72°C 6 minutes 
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4.2.2 Purification of PCR products 
The DNA purification was required to optimize the results of sequencing 
analysis. The materials and procedures of DNA purification was same as the methods 
used in GLGI method (refer to chapter 3.2,1.6 GLGI amplification of the target 
template). After the DNA purification, the pellet was dissolved in lOjul of LoTE. The 
samples can be checked on a 1.5% agarose gel. 
4.2.3 Sequencing of Extended EST products 
Sequencing reaction was done in lOjul reaction mixture for each sample. After 
the cycle sequencing reaction, purification and denaturation. Samples were finally 
sequenced with the ABI PRISM 3100 Geria^c Analyzer. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Extension of 5’ end of EST sequence by PCR method 
After the PCR amplification and sequencing analysis, 66 unknown EST samples 
were extended and amplified into longer EST products that were the sequences from 
13 primer to 3，polyA tail of cDNA. In this part of the study, most of the unknown 
EST samples could obtain clear single bands, as in Figs 4.1 and 4.2. These results 
facilitated getting good sequencing results for the identification of the unknown EST. 
58 out of 66 EST extensions (shown in Table 4.4) obtained a clear band on the 
gel electrophoresis that could be analyzed by sequencing analysis. About half of the 
EST extensions used T3 as a sequencing primer and the other half used T7 as a 
sequencing primer, because the direction of the EST in the vector was randomly 
arranged. The remaining six EST samples were not amplified successfully. 
4.3.2 Sequencing of Extended EST products 
After the sequencing analysis, 58 out of 66 (87.88%) EST samples generated a 
clear single band on the gel electrophoresis for sequencing analysis (shown in table 
4.6). 50 out of 58 (86.21%) extended EST sequencing results had obtianed longer 
sequences for identification. These 50 EST sequences were extended from the size 
range of 170-841 bp to that of 194-1265bp (shown in table 4.3). 90% of the overall 
EST sequences were over SOObp, and 62% of the overall EST sequences were over 
800bp — long enough to match with the Blastx databases. Hence, 25 out of 50 
(50.00%) extended EST sequences can be matched with the Blastx database, which is 
a reasonable percentage. 
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Fig. 4.1. Gel eletrophoresis of the PCR for EST extension (on 2003/01/21) as an 
example. The samples identified from left to right are PEL0153, PEL0190, PEL0196, 
PEL0236, PEL0251, 100 base pair DNA ladder, PEL0254, PEL0276，PEL0284, 
PEL0330，PEL0357, 100 base pair DNA ladder, PEL0387，PEL0399, PEL0406, 
PEL0425, PEL0442, PEL0445, PEL0446, PEL0447, PEL0459, 100 base pair DNA 
ladder, PEL0490, PEL0517, PEL0541 and PEL0618. 
Fig. 4.2. Gel eletrophoresis of the PCR for EST extension (on 2003/02/06) as an 
example. The samples identified from left to right are PEL0709, PEL0720, PEL0721, 
PEL0729, PEL0730, PEL0734, PEL0751, 100 base pair DNA ladder, PEL0762, 
PEL0763, PEL0778, 100 base pair DNA ladder, PEL0781, PEL0797，PEL0801, 
PEL0809，100 base pair DNA ladder, PEL0818, PEL1039，PEL1048, PEL 1072, 
PEL1073, PEL1095 and PEL1123. 
nR 
Table 4.2. Summary of the gel electrophoresis results of EST extension. 
EST ID PCR with a clear T3 (5，end) a s T 7 (3，end) as 
band (CB) sequencing primer sequencing primer 
PEL0102 CB V : 
PEL0120 (PEL0505) I ： ：  
PEL0143 (PEL0792, 
CB V . 
0813， 1004) 
PEL0153 (PEL0553) CB ： V 







PEL0236 CB I V 
PEL0254 CB V 
PEL0257 (PEL0257, “ 
0471) - _ “ 
PEL0276 CB : V 
PEL0283 CB V 
PEL0284 CB I ； 
PEL0330 CB I V 
PEL0337 (PEL0337, ~~ 
CB V -
0737) 
PEL0343 CB V : 
PEL0356 CB I ； 
PEL0357 CB - ； 
PEL0387 (PEL038^ CB V ： 
PEL0397 CB V I 
PEL0399 (PEL 1098) CB 一 T V 
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Table 3.11. continued 
EST ID PCR 碰 a clear ~ ~ T 3 (5，end) a s T 7 ( 3 ， e n d ) as 
band (CB) sequencing primer sequencing primer 
PEL0406 (PEL0504) ： ；i  
PEL0412 CB ： V  
PEL0424 (PEL0424, ~ 一 
CB V -
0733) 
PEL0425 (PEL0507) ^ ； ~~： 
PEL0428 “ ^ ： ；  
PEL0441 CB I V  
PEL0442 CB I ^ 
PEL0445 CB ’ V ：  
PEL0446 (PEL0434) CB I V 
PEL0447 CB V ： 
PEL0459 (PEL0459, “ 
CB 一 V 
1045，1047) 
PEL0465 (PEL0465) CB V ： 
PEL0486 : ： r ~ 
PEL0490 C B I V 
PEL0517 CB V ： 
PEL0541 CB V ： 
PEL0601 - : ： 
PEL0618 CB “ V 
P E L 0 6 2 3 (PELllOl) - I ： 
PEL0628 CB V ： 
PEL0709 CB - V 
PEL0720 CB I V 
PEL0721 CB I V 
PEL0729 CB : V 
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Table 3.11. continued 
EST ID PCR with a clear ~ T 3 (5，end) a s ~ ~ ~ T 7 (3，end) as 
band (CB) sequencing primer sequencing primer 
PEL0730 “ CB ： V  
PEL0734 “ ： ： ：  
PEL0751 (PEL0751, “ ~ 
0759) CB V -
PEL0762 ： ；  
PEL0763 CB V ： 
PEL0778 CB 1 ：  
PEL0781 (PEL0781) CB ： ； 
PEL0797 CB ： ； 
PEL0801 “ CB 1/ ： 
PEL0809 CB ； V 
PEL0818 CB I V 
PEL 1031 CB V ： 
PEL1034 CB V ： 
PEL1037 CB I V 
PEL 103 8 CB I V 
PEL1039 ( P E L 0 4 1 0 ) CB ； V 
PEL 1048 CB V ： 
PEL1072 CB V ： 
PEL1073 CB V ： 
PEL 1095 CB V ： 
PEL1123 CB - V 
Total 58/66 (CB) 28/58 32158 
Total (%) 87.88% 48.28% 55.17% 
'V' is meant the primer can get the EST sequence from 3'to 5'. 
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Table 4.3. Overall summary of the results of sequencing data of extended ESTs. 
pcTin |Assession| ^ ,""" “ iSeq sizelSeq SizelSeq Sizel 
MO Identification P value Source ^ ^  
N认 (overall) (new) (original) 
PEL0102 7489976 40S ribosomal protein S16 4 皿 项 触 丨 z o ^ h a r o m y c e 刀头 774 ^^^ 
s pombe 
PEL0120 “  
(PEL0505) Sti" Unknown - - 710 
PEL0143 — 
(PEL0792, 
1421540 Cd-7 Metallothionein-2 1 Beta Domain 516 516 420 
Uol3, 
1004) 
肌0153 : : Rhodobacter rwTnw)�4457228 MoaC 0.095 - - 500 
capsulatus 
PEL0190 5420387 proteophosphoglycan 9.50E-08 Leishmania major 640 
PEL0196 
(PEL0196, 





11527911 Still Unknown 0.013 Escherichia coli 553 556 670 
0401, 
0707) 
PEL0236 11429477 hypothetical protein FLJ10232 0.0045 Homo sapiens ^ ^ 630 
PEL0254 Still Unknown 546 
PEL0257 ^ 
(PEL0257, Still Unknown 601 
0471) 
Drosophila 
PEL0276 7292720 CG18184 gene product 0.99 742 744 643 
melanogaster 
Hypothetical 7.3 kd protein Caenorhabditis 
PEL0283 1176552 0.99 418 367 384 
F23F12.7 in chromosome III elegans 
_ Rhodobacter 
PEL0284 4457228 MoaC 0.93 732 737 626 
capsulatus 
、’…’ Saccharomyces 
PEL0330 1 0383755 Ycl057c-ap 2.90E-08 614 616 581 
cerevisiae 
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Table 3.11. continued 
EST ID Identmcation | P value | S ^ ISeq sizelSeq SizelSeq Size 
^ �overall) (new) (original) 
PEL0337 
(PEL0337, 7493381 Serine-rich protein 斗舰-，斗 Sc/7/zosacc/7aromyce >1055 656 
0737) s pombe 
Kaposi's 
PEL0343 9587229 K1 glycoprotein 0 .997 sarcoma-associated 548 567 510 
herpesvirus 
r^rTAir, •遍 兴 Rhodobacter 
PEL0356 4457228 MoaC 2.60E-02 427 440 305 
capsulatus 
PEL0357 7291633 CG12491 gene product 3.30E-04 Drosophila ggg 399 539 
melanogaster 
PEL0387 … . Human e n d o g e n o u s 
^Tr^iQ«7、1045612 Pol polyprotein 0.9998 816 632 650 
(^ rbLUis /) retrovirus 
Caenorhabditis 
PEL0397 1 825621 C10G11.6 gene product 0.59 149 149 430 
elegans 
PEL0399 Hypothetical protein 
( P E U 0 9 8 ) F13G24.240 Arabidopsis thaliana 505 505 675 
PEL0406 Hypofheticai protein 
(PEL0504) 11358210 T22P11.140 Arabidopsis thaliana 410 410 373 
Nuclear zinc-finger motif Saccharomyces 
PEL0412 6324107 1.90E-52 996 992 276 
containing protein cerevisiae (Ssu72p) 
PEL0424 “ 一 ^ ^ ~ “ “ 
Protein tyrosine phosphatase Pyrococcus abyssi 
(PEL0424, 7521582 9.30E-05 1171 815 651 
0733) PAB0279 (strain Orsay) 
PEL0425 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein ~Saccharomyces 
6324077 2.50E-25 1 071 1026 615 
(PEL0507) of the large subunit; MrpM 7p cerevisiae 
PEL0428 Still Unknown 1057 1050 518 
Probable GPR/FUN34 family Schizosaccharomyce 
PEL0441 7492618 1.10E-29 1 265 1 055 455 
protein s pombe 
PEL0442 123706 Sperm histone 0.99 Protamine ^ 487 
Catabolite repressor protein Schizosaccharomyce 
PEL0445 6755126 5.90E-49 z 1182 1142 521 
(CCR4)-associative factor 1 s pombe 
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Table 3.11. continued 
EST ID | 二 广 丨 Identification Rvalue S ^ ISeq sizelSeq SlzelSeq Size 
N � . (overall) (new) (original) 
PEL0446 Plasmodium 
rpT^T fuii、4028692 Merozoite surface antigen 1 0.59 691 696 481 
[i'bLU434) falciparum 
KIQ h s iG lis 




2323290 ORF-3 0.99992 Hepatitis E virus 854 854 407 
1047) 
PEL0465 ^ Anchorage subunit of Saccharomvces 
rpmruAs、6324372 0.057 1 079 1 070 405 
(PEL0465) a-agglutinin cerevisiae 
PEL0486 Still Unknown : I 7 7 0 
Probable amino acid permease Pseudomonas 
PEL0490 11350957 0.2 1196 1131 640 
PA1485 aeruginosa 
PEL0517 646388 Epithelial K channel 1 Rattus sp. ^ ^ 
PEL0541 12641727 Histone H3.3 0.1 Platichthys flesus ^ ^ 
PEL0601 Still Unknown I I 417 
Caenorhabditis 
PELO6I8 7508169 Hypothetical protein T22A3,4 0.00025 808 806 605 
elegans 
PEL0623 
Still Unknown 一 - 628 
(PELllOl) 
PEL0628 6010087 Putative ubiquitin carrier 0.0032 Entodinium caudatum 586 208 390 
Pseudomonas 
PEL0709 11350462 Hypothetical protein PA5465 6.90E-06 710 582 500 
aeruginosa 
PEL0720 7513213 Nucleic add binding protein 4.60E-10 human (fragment) 462 500 
PEL0721 1170401 Sperm protamine P1 0.62 Notoryctes typhlops T ^ 365 
Phosphatidyl-ethanolamine-bin ~~— 
PEL0729 8117174 1.60E-12 Dirofilaha immitis 934 934 457 
ding protein 
NADH dehydrogenase subunit 
PEL0730 5835591 ^ 0.057 Pelomedusa subrufa 629 629 556 
5 
PEL0734 Still Unknown ~ ~ “ I - ^ 
— L  
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Table 3.11. continued 
EST ID S ^ iSeq sizelSeq SizelSeq Size 
N 认 (overall) (new) (original) 
PEL0751 ~ 
(PEL0751, 2498117 Antigen H4 0.18 丁—丨翻等ndii ^^^ ^^^ 柳 
0759) (fragment) 
… A … H A … • 7 f r r ^ ~ C o n s e r v e d hypothetical Thermoplasma 
PEL0762 1 0639759 1 ^ 692 692 651 
membrane protein acidophilum 
n…<7。。…。"7。Halobacter ia l transducer Halobacterium 
PEL0763 3913878 0.98 532 497 531 
protein IV salinarum 
… 一 „ … … ， Hydroxyproline-rich Volvox carteri f. 
PEL0778 6523547 0.31 194 197 170 
glycoprotein DZ-HRGP nagariensis 
PEL0781 
,T>r:T A，。1、12644524 SMN-interacting protein 1 0.21 Rattus non/egicus 1207 910 520 
[rfc-LU/ol) 
Schizosaccharomvce 
PEL0797 7522419 Mitochondrial carrier protein 2.00E-05 1286 953 440 
s pombe 
PEL0801 10440424 FLJ00047 protein Homo sapiens ^ ^ 626 
PEL0809 4760605 Flagellin 1 Pseudomonas putida 832 ^ 600 
Chlamydophila 
PEL0818 11282894 Hypothetical protein CP0987 0.87 1124 1 040 670 
pneumoniae 
PEL1031 11281082 Hypothetical protein NMB1782 0.68 Neisseria meningitidis 621 724 
Eastern equine 
PEL1034 432071 E2 protein 0.98 373 373 725 
encephalitis virus 
Caenorhabditis 
PEL1037 7496897 Hypothetical protein C33C12.3 2.80E-14 1195 1024 799 
elegans 
Probable GPR/FUN34 family Schizosaccharomvce 
PEL1038 7492618 9.20E-28 1256 916 577 
protein s pombe 
PEL1039 : ！ 2143444 Fas antigen 1 mouse 289 295 249 
(PEL0410) 
Streptomyces 
PEL1048 7481183 Probable phospholipase C 4.00E-31 1258 1134 837 
coelicolor 
Human 
PEL1072 8918605 Protease 0.99 immunodeficiency 957 986 841 
virus type 1 
• • Schizosaccharomvce 
PEL1073 7493381 Serine-rich protein 2.00E-15 1190 1310 708 
s pombe 
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Table 4.3. continued 
poT in I Assession I … ‘ _ F “ I S e q sizelSeq SizelSeq Size I 
Kin Identification P value Source ^ ^  
^ (overall) (new) (original) 
PEL1095 12248757 SMAP-1 Homo sapiens ^ W^ 3 6 ^ 
… … … … 。 Phosphatidylethanolamine 
PEL1123 9256572 2.00E-10 Mus musculus 610 610 758 
binding protein 
‘Original, means the sequence was done in the previous study by my labmates (W. L. 
Ng，T. P. Ng, X. L. Bian and H. Y. Chow). 
‘New，means the sequence was done in this study. 
‘Overall，means the sequence was done after combination of original and new 
sequences. 
Table 4.4. Summary of EST extension 
No. of unknown No. of unknown No. of unknown 
No. of 
EST amplified EST extended EST matched in 
unknown EST 
successfully successfully database 
66 58 50 25 
Percentage 87.88% 86.21% 50.00% 
(58/66) (50/58) (25/50) 
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4.4 Discussions and Conclusions 
The target of this study was to extend unknown EST sequences toward the 5， 
end of cDNA toi identify them with Blastx. The results showed that 50% of the 
extended EST sequences could be identified. As these ESTs are highly expressed in 
Lentinual edodes primodium, an important first stage of fruit body development in 
which proteins encoded by these ESTs may be involved, if there are any important 
genes or proteins identified, they will be further studied. 
The identity of the remaining 50% of the extended ESTs are still unknown. 
Therefore, these extended ESTs appeared to be novel genes, and further studies are 
required to characterize their function. Further studies may include the 
over-expression, knockout or knockdown of the genes. 
Of the 25 known ESTs, the following should be concentrated on. 
(1) PEL0190 similar to proteophosphoglycan from Leishmania major. 
(2) PEL0412 similar to nuclear zinc-finger motif containing protein from 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 
(3) PEL0445 similar to catabolite repressor protein (CCR4)-associative factor 1 
from Saccharomyces cerevisiae; 
(4) PEL0729 and PEL 1123 similar to phosphatidyl-ethanolamine-binding 
protein from Dirofilaria immitis and Mm muscuius. 
(5) PEL 1048 similar to probable phospholipase C from Streptomyces coelicolor 
(shown in table 4.5). 
Proteophosphoglycan is a class of serine- and threonine-rich protein. It is 
modified by phosphodiester-linked phosphooligosaccharides and terminal 
mannooligosaccharides. For Leishmania mexicana, this substance is used to provide 
an ideal target for the cellular immune response of the host. 
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Nuclear zinc-finger protein is usually present in the nucleus of the cell for DNA 
recognition (Shiraishi et al, 2005). As this motif can create bonding with cysteine and 
histidine residues (Zawia et al.，2000)，it can help to process the DNA replication or 
the gene transcription for cell proliferation or gene expression, and play an important 
role in the fruiting body development. 
Catabolite repressor protein (CCR4) was briefly introduced in Chapter 3. 
The three steps of S-Adenosyl-L-methionine dependent methylation of 
phosphatidylethanolamine (PtdEtn) can produce phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho), which 
is the major phospholipid in yeast and higher eukaryotes (Tehlivets et al.，2004). 
PtdEtn-binding protein may relate strongly to the reaction described earlier. 
Phospholipase C with phospholopase D, phospholipase A2 and their putative 
downstream targets can produce signals such as activation of a MAP kinase cascade 
and triggering of an oxidative burst by phosphatidic acid (Laxalt and Munnik, 2002). 
This gene may be of interest to further studies that seek to understand the mechanism 
of fruiting body development. 
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Table 4.5. Identified ESTs after PCR extension. 
Assession ~ r ‘ 
EST ID Identification P value Source 
NO. 
PEL0102 7489976 40S ribosomal protein S16 4.00E-50 Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
PEL0190 5420387 Proteophosphoglycan 9.50E-08 Leishmania major 
PEL0236 11429477“Hypo the t i ca l protein • � � � ^ " " " " H o m o sapiens“ 
FLJ10232 ^ 
PEL0330 1 0383755 Ycl057c-ap 2.90E-08 Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
PEL0337 
(PEL0337，7493381 Serine-rich protein 4.90E-14 Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
0737) 
PEL0356 4457228 MoaC 2.50E-02 Rhodobacter capsulatus 
PEL0357 7291633 CG12491 gene product3.30E-04 Drosophila melanogaster 
^^ , ^ ^^^ Nuclear zinc-finger motif Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
PEL0412 6324107 1.90E-52 
containing protein (Ssu72p] 
PEL0424 
Protein tyrosine phosphatase Pyrococcus abyssi (strain 





6324077 protein of the large subunit; 2.50E-25 Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
(PEL0507) 
Mrpl17p 
Probable GPR/FUN34 family Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
PEL0441 7492618 1.10E-29 ， “ protein (fission yeast) 
Catabolite repressor protein “ 
PEL0445 6755126 5.90E-49 Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
(CCR4)-associative factor 1 
PEL0465 Anchorage subunit of — 
6324372 0.057 Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
(PEL0465) a-agglutinin 
PEL0618 7508169 Hypothetical protein T22A3.4 0.00025 Caenorhabditis elegans 
PEL06286010087 Putative ubiquitin carrier 0.0032 Entodinium caudatum 
PEL070911350462hypothetical protein PA5465 6.90E-06 Pseudomonas aeruginosa  J  
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Table 4.7. continued 
Assession ‘ 
EST ID Identification P value Source 
NO. 
PEL0720 7513213 nucleic acid binding protein 4.60E-10 human (fragment) 
… … � … � �p h o s p h a t i d y l - e t h a n o l a m i n e - b i 
PEL0729 8 1 1 7 1 7 4 1.60E-12 Dirofilaria immitis 
nding protein 
… ^ … NADH dehydrogenase subunit"" 
PEL0730 5835591 0,057 PeJomedusa subrufa 
5 
PEL0797 7522419 mitochondrial carrier protein 2.00E-05 Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
PEL1037 7496897 hypothetical protein C33C12.3 2.80E-14 ~Caenorhabditis elegans 
probable GPR/FUN34 family 
PEL1038 7492618 9.20E-28 Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
protein 
PEL1048 7481183 probable phospholipase C 4.00E-31 Streptomyces coelicolor 
PEL 1073 7493381 serine-rich protein 2.00E-15 Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
phosphatidylethanolamine 
PEL1123 9256572 2.00E-10 Mus musculus 
binding protein 
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Chapter 5 General Discussion 
T h e a i m s o f th is s tudy w e r e to d e v e l o p a transformat ion t echn ique for Lentinula 
edodes, to use the GLGI method to extend the SAGE tag sequences for better 
identification, to improve the GLGI method for more efficient SAGE tag extension, 
and to develop a method to extend the GLGI products to its 5' end. 
SAGE can be used to find genes involved in the fruiting body development. 
Therefore, all the SAGE tags studied by the GLGI method and the 5' GLGI method 
are highly expressed in the primodia of Lentinula edodes and tlius may have roles in 
the fruiting body development 
In this study, the transformation technique is still not developed. There are 
several reasons for this, as described in Chapter 2. Because transformation is a useful 
tool for functional genomics by the forward or reverse genetic approaches, this study 
must be continued to develop the transformation technique. Many useful genes have 
been identified by various methods such as SAGE, GLGI, microarray, etc. Then, the 
transformation technique can be used as a tool to utilize these genes, to show their 
ftmctions or to be applied in our lives. 
The fruiting process of many organisms is a very important part in producing 
spores or seeds to spread themselves out, and to continue their species in the world. 
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M o r e o v e r , i f w e c a n better understand and ut i l ize this proces s , w e c o u l d increase the 
productivity of foods for our increasing demands. A previous study used the SAGE 
method to identity the gene highly expressed in the promodia. In this study, the GLGI 
method was used to follow-up unknown SAGE tags, highly expressed in the primodia. 
The main target was to elucidate the mechanism ofLentinula edodes fruiting. 
The two targets related to the GLGI method were completed in this study. The 
PCR amplification and DNA cloning steps were skipped and over half of the SAGE 
tags can be extended for identification. Therefore, the improvement of GLGI was 
successful, and the GLGI products could be amplified and identified. This will greatly 
decrease the input of manpower, time, and cost to work out the results of GLGI. 
The new method for extending GLGI products to the 5' end was also developed 
and called the 5' GLGI method. From this method, we can confirm the presence of the 
SAGE tag, and the overlapping sequence with the GLGI product. Twelve GLGI 
products were chosen for testing this method: 10 out of the 12 GLGI products could 
be amplified and sequenced. Corresponding SAGE tags and overlapping sequences of 
the original GLGI products were found in the 5' GLGI products. Therefore, this 
method was developed successfully. Moreover, genes with a very low copy number in 
the cDNA pool were difficult to use in the 5' GLGI analysis. Hence, a new PCR 
method was used called 'two-step PCR method'. This method is used according to the 
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method of asymmetric PCR to be developed. In the 5' GLGI method，a unique primer 
and a universal primer were used. The universal primer amplified both targeted and 
non-targeted cDNA. Finally, the products from the targeted cDNA, was greatly 
reduced. For the new PCR method, only a unique primer was used in the first 5 to 15 
cycles to amplify the targeted cDNA products, and thus the final amount of the 
products from targeted cDNA increased. This method was successfully used in the 5' 
GLGI method, and improved the results of the 5' GLGI method. Furthermore, the 
two-step PCR method can be used for other cases that are involve the PCR step using 
both a unique primer and a universal primer. Even if the amount of targeted sequences 
in the sample are very low, this PCR method can improve the results by increasing the 
chances to amplify the targeted sequences. 
From the results of the GLGI method, the 5’ GLGI method and the identification 
of EST extensions, 40 genes were identified, and 11 of these genes were discussed in 
Chapters 3 and 4. The aim of these studies was mainly focused on the gene expression 
at the primodial stage. The identified genes are highly expressed in the primodium 
and can be used for understanding the mechanism of the fruiting body development of 
Lentinula edodes. On the other hand, in this study, most of the gene sequences 
identified have homology to non-flingal genes. One of the possible reason may be 
lack of DNA sequence of fungal genes in the gene database. Then, these non-fungal 
i 
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g e n e s ’ i n f o r m a t i o n m a y n o t b e e x a c t l y app l i ed to l l inga l b i o l o g y , but c a n b e u s e d a s 
r e f e r e n c e s . T h e r e f o r e , the g e n e s e q u e n c e w i t h h o m o l o g y to n o n - f u n g a l g e n e s are 
n e e d e d for further s tud ie s tor f u n c t i o n a l c o n f i r m a t i o n， s u c h as t rans format ion 
t e c h n i q u e u s i n g o v e r e x p r e s s i o n or g e n e s i l e n c i n g approaches . 
For fruiting body development, the gene expression will greatly increase for cell 
proliferation, differentiation and other metabolic activities. P056 and PEL0445 may 
encode the CCR4-NOT transcription complex, the role of which to regulate the 
transcription and its turnover. PEL0412 may encode the nuclear zinc-finger protein, 
that is important for the DNA binding and the roles of DNA replication and gene 
transcription. P022 may encode the cytokinesis-related proteins that play a role in cell 
division. These genes are highly expressed in the primodial stage for active 
processing of gene expression and cell division. 
Fruiting body development needs sufficient nutrients. P059 may encode the 
adenosylhomocysteinase that can break down S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine into 
adenosine and homocysteine (Wu et al., 2005). After lowering the level of 
S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine, that is the inhibitor of the S-adenosyl-L-methionine 
dependent methyltransferases, the chances for S-adenosyl-L-methionine dependent 
methylation will increase (Tehlivets et al., 2004). This methylation can be used for the 
production of many useful substances, such as the S-adenosyl-L-methionine 
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dependent methylation of phosphatidylethanolamine can produce phosphatidylcholine 
that is the major phospholipid in yeast and higher eukaryotes. P089 may encode 
phytase that can hydrolyze phytate to produce phosphorus, inositol and a variety of 
minerals (Oh et al., 2004). P137 may encode acetohydroxyacid isomeroreductase that 
can synthesize some branded-chained amino acids, such as valine, leucine and 
isoleucine (Merkamm et al., 2003). P043 may encode acyl carrier proteins that are 
involved in the biosynthesis of fatty acids (Smith et al, 2003). All of these genes can 
produces specific substances as nutrients for the fruiting body development. 
Moreover, PEL 1048 may encode phospholipase C that works with 
phospholipase D, and phospholipase A2 can produce signals to respond to 
environmental changes. The signal can be phosphatidic acid which activates a MAP 
kinase cascade or triggers an oxidative burst. During fruiting body development, the 
ability to adapt to different environments and overcome different adversities must be 
built-up (Laxalt and Munnik, 2002). 
These sequencing results provide a general idea of directions for further studies. 
When more and more fruiting body development related genes are identified, we will 
be able to apply these results to aid the food industry in relation to Lentinula edodes. 
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band can be obtained by the PCR reaction. However, primers designed from different 
SAGE tags may have had different annealing temperatures, as the PCR conditions for 
each SAGE tag were adjusted accordingly to obtain a single band for further study. 
Finally, the GLGI PCR products are used for DNA cloning or direct sequencing for 
final identification. 
3.1.3 5, Extension GLGI Method (5'GLGI) 
3.1.3.1 Introduction 
After the GLGI analysis, most of the GLGI products were 100-300 base pairs in 
length. Comparing this with the SAGE tags, it greatly increased its length in gene 
sequence for identification. However, the 100-300 base pair GLGI products, which 
were the 3’ end of genes, still contained insufficient information for the identification 
of some genes. A new method for extension of the GLGI product from 3’ end to 5' end 
of a gene was developed using the cDNA library as a template. This method was 
called the 5, extension of GLGI products (5' GLGI). 
The idea of 5' GLGI is shown in Fig. 3.2. There is a core idea for applying this 
method for the ftirther study of the GLGI analysis. The cDNA library, which contains 
all the transcripts of an organism at a certain stage, should used as a template for the 
extension of the GLGI products. As all the cDNAs have a pair of screening primers 
within their genome, the 5' screening primer acts as the sense primer in the 5' GLGI 
PCR. However, the antisense primers were designed from the sequence of the GLGI 
products. The main criterion is that the primer length should be long enough (about 
22-25 base pairs) to represent the unique gene. Then, the 5' GLGI products must 
contain the unique SAGE tag sequence, matching the original GLGI product 
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